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THE NEW
Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, Aug. 23, 1962

J. E.Smith Is Lucky Winner Of
1962 Ford Given Away At Fair
J. E. (Jimmy) Smith of South
Fulton will always treasure numbers 077666 as the luckiest six
figures in his whole life, because
those were the digits on his ticket
that won the 1962 Ford Fairlane
500 at the Ken-Tenn Fair Saturday night.
Approximately 5,500 persons attended the final night of the second annual Fair, sponsored by the
Fulton Jaycees. Almost 1500 of
these attended the big Wild West
Rodeo on the grounds, while the
rest enjoyed the rides on the mid.
way, the Merchandise Exhibit, the
Community Clubs Exhibit and the
many concessions placed throughout the park.
This display of community
spirit and enthusiasm helped to
make the 1962 Fair a big success
and the Jaycees are a mighty happy group because of that fact.
The winnnig car ticket was
drawn from the barrel by little
Tammie Holt, daughter of Mr. and
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First Serious Dispute In Twin City nistory
Results From Fees Of Engineering Firm

Mrs. Wilton F. Holt Smith. winner of the car, is an Illinois Central Inspector. His was the first
ticket drawn.
,For the first time in the memory of local citizens a firm rendered its services on the
•
basis of the original fee agrees
Other prizes won during the serious dispute has arisen between the city
governments', upon,
the City of Fulton would IA
evening included a $25.00 Savings of
Fulton, Kentucky and South Fulton, Tenn. South obligated
for it, share.
Bond from the City Nation31 Bank,
Kentucky's recent.gains in jobs, industry and agriculture were gesIt was pointed out that a retire.
which was won by Sandra Gos- Fulton has threatened to sue the City of Fulton, Kentured at the second annual meeting of the Kentucky Development
sentative.of the Nichols Engineersum. She correctly estimated the tucky for payment of half the cost of the
engineering ing
Sinn vas ott hand at Smith'a.
Council in Frankfort. Among participants at the August 17 session,
number of penalsa,ln a jar which
services
concerning a sewage disposal system to be shar- Cafe when several
engineering
was on display in the booth all
held at Franklin County High school, were (from left) Niles Dillinged jointly by the two cities. It has been reliably reported firms bid on the sewage disposal
week.
ham, publisher of the Dawson Springs Progress and member of the
Mrs. Joe Johnston, 901 Vine that the Kentucky city's refusal to pay stems from the project. It was at that time,
.Johnson pointed out, that the
executive conunittee of the Council; Ro Gardner, Hickman, publisher
Street, won the $16 coupon 'book fact that the engineering
firm involved in the dispute firm agreed to proceed on the
given be Puckett's D-X.
of the Hickman Courier; State Rep. Hoyt Barnett, Hickman; and
increased its fee above the amount agreed upon by the plant at a stipulated fee, believed
Winners of the $1001 Savings
James H. Nutter, State commerce commissioner. The Council is comto be five per cent.
Bonds were Mrs. W. F. Johnston officials of Fulton at the time.
posed of more than 400 leaders from all sections of the CommonHowever, the News was inon Wednesday night, Bill Hayes
J. 0. Lewis, a Fulton City Councilman at the time formed,
at a later meeting Nichols
wealth.
on Thursday night ,and J. E. the agreement
was
made
told
the
News
appeared
Wednesday: "I
before the Council and
Campbell on Friday night.
•
reported
that the Kentucky Sothink the City of Fulton has a moral obligation to pay
Transistor radios were given
ciety
of
Professional Engineers
away nightly by the Young Men's its fair share of the cost involved in the engineering
had suggested a fee higher than
Business Club, and most of the firm's service, provided the
services
the
figure
rendered
quoted by Nichols at
are in
merchants who had booths in' the
the earlier meeting.
keeping with previous commitmerits made." •
big tent awarded free prizes SatThe Fulton City Hall was clw-ed
urday night.
South Fulton's city attorney
on Wednesday afternoon and the
Charles Fields has outlined the votect';gainsi settling with
the News was unable to verify the
background of the joint sewage engliteering firm for $4,000.00
as statement made by former officidisposal project in a letter to the proposed by Commissioner Bill
als and reporters at the meeting
Mrs. Virginia H. Cannon, South
Today is the last day that kids
city officials of Fulton, Kentucky, Rice .Mayor Gilbert DeMyer
and that Fulton. Kentucky refused to
Fulton High School, and Chester in the twin-cities area can sleep
The News has published this let- Clarence Moline voted with Com- enter
into the agreement with
Caddas and Charles A. Cooper, late, because tomorrow, August
ter in an editorial on pa:7e +1,,of missioner Tripp in voting against Nichols at the higher fee.
Fulton City Schools, were among 24, is the opening of school in
this week's issue.
Rice's
compromise
proposal.
ComAccording to Mr. Fields' letter
the 63 science teachers selected both Fulton and South Fulton!
The joint resolutior. referred to missioner McCain voted for the "South Fulton with the full
from 19 states to attend the eight
The South Fulton High School
compromise
with
Rice.
knowledge of Fll Iton engaged
week National Science Founda- and Elementary Schools will open
Rural Day activities drew a
A meeting of the Planning and in Mr. Fields' letter was adopted
In a telephorse.1ntervew with Nichols Engineering Company to
tion Summer Science Institute re- at 8:00 a. m. and all students who large crowd of farm folk Thurs- Zoning Commission of Fulton was at the time Nelson Tripp was
Mayor
of Fulton.. However, at a Ward Johnson .the former city prepare blueprints, plans and
cently completed at Murray State wish to attend school this fall day of last week at the KenTenn held Tuesday night in City Hall.
College.
in either of the two schools, must Fair. Events included a country
Charles Pawluktewicz was elect- meeting of the Fulton City Com- councilman, agreed with Mr. specifications to construct a joint
plant," ostensibly at the higher
They received refresher courses be present at that time.
horse show, horse pulling contest ed chairman of the group. Other mission held last week Mr. Tripp Lewis that had the engineering
rate objected to by the Fulton of
in various fields of science. The
Fulton elementary grades 1-6 and mule pulling contest.
officers chosen were Leon Fields,
"
ficials.
classes were under the direction registered this mornnig (ThursOne minor accident occurred secretary, and Mel Simons, vice- "Gone with The Wind"
In recent developments concernof Dr. W. E. Blackburn and Dr. day) and grades 7-12 will register when Roy Bass of Ripley, Missis- chairman.
rs.
Westphelmg !•mg the sewage
Going Out of Release
disposal system.
A. M. Wolfson of the MSC Science tomorrow morning.
In other action at the meeting,
sippi, fell and was stepped on by
Fulton has chosen to bow out of
Department.
The first day of classes at both one of his horsed. The injury was Lon Hutchins was granted a perWord was received at the Marthe joint system and has under
the Kentucky and Tennessee not serious, however, it did re- mit to construct a nursing home in bra Theatre in Fulton this week
discussion the construction of a
schools will be Monday.
a Fulton residential district.
quire several stitches.
that the motion picture "Gone
lagoon system to serve only the
Winners in the Country Horse
with the Wind" is going "out of
Kentucky city. In view of this deShow were: Sue James, Chester
release" indefinitely after Labor
The West Kentucky Production cision the joint system planned by
Campbell, Dee Ferguson—Saddle
Day.
Association • was formal y organ- Nichols. costing in the neighborHorses; Billy Pirtle, Martin Brooks,
The term 'going out of release" ized here Monday night for
the hood of $400,000.00 has.been disMeadows—Walking
Glenn
T.
Twenty-seven yo • • gridders
means that the film will be'with- purpose of presenting entertain- carded by South Fulton and a
Horses.
have tisned out for f II football
drawn from circulation all over ment at an amphitheater
to be smaller project is in the planning
In the Mule Pulling Contest,
practice at Fulton High School
the United States and will not be constructed in Kentucky Lake stage.
Mark Smith's team took first
and Coach Chester Caddas is very
available to any theater after that State Park.
James Warren. has been conplace, pulling 5,600 pounds a disoptimistic about his team's chances
date. The film has been shown
Max Hurt, former Woodmen of tacted by the City of South FillSeason football tickets for the tance of 42 inches. Others placing
for victory this year.
continuously throughout the na- the World official and
a farmer. ton.to consider a lawsuit,to
"Bulldogs" home in the contest were Glenn Kelso -Dr. Peter J Trines, former FulThe first game will be with Fulton City
ton physician associated with tion since its Atlanta premiere was named president. Other of- lect the money, allegedly due
Mayfield, there, on August 31. games went on sale this week in and Morris and Rogers.
Haws Memorial for several years, 'way back in the thirties.
ficers are Mrs. Jo Westpheling. South Fulton ,in the event Fulton
Roy Bass of Ripley, Mississippi,
The first home game will be Sep- the downtown business district.
Last showings of the film in this Fulton, first vice president: Bill refuses to make any settlement it
Adult tickets are $3.75 and had the winning team in the died at 10 p. m. Mor.day, August
tember 21 and will be the Homearea wilt be at the Marbro Drive- Powell. Paducah, second
cover the four home games now Horse Pulling .Event. His team 20, in Eldorado, Ar14
vice the-engineering fees. Mr. Warren
coming game with Providence
Dr. Trilica, who first came to In Sundiy, Monday and Tuesday. president; Dr. Raymond Roof, Pa- shares the views- of many local
pulled 6.760 pounds a distance of
This year's Bulldog team in- on the schedule.
Fulton in the early 1940's was
Student tickets may be purch- 19 1-2 inches. Others were G.
ducah, secretary, and Bob Long, citizens contacted by the New
cludes the following boys:
U. associated with the late
that some settlement of the dispute
Dr. M. W.
Benton, treasurer.
Fullback: Kenneth Allen, sen- ased for $1.75 after the opening Pollard and Pete Herrington.
Haws. After World War II, he reThe new officers also had been! should be made to ward off any
ior; Guards: Teddy Barclay, jun- of school.
turned to Fulton and operated the
temporary officers. They all were unfavorable publicity and ill feelior, Gerald Bradley, junior, Wayne
local hospital for several years
selected as trustees along with ings that might develop as a reLohaus, freshman, Philip Putnam,
before moving to Iona, Mich., in
Smith Broadbent Jr., Cadiz; Lon sult of litigation.
senior, and Joe Mac Williamson,
January 1952. Later he returned
Mayor Gilbert DeMyer said: "I
C. Barton. Mayfield; John Perryjunior.
'to his home-town of Eldorado,
Faculty lists for the South Ful- man, Aurora, and Holmes Ellis, am of the opinion that we do owe
Halfbacks:- Terry Beadles junArk.
South Fulton some financial setton Elementary School and High Murray.
ior, Donnie Green, sophomore,
A special Flower Exhibition was
He was a brother-in-law of School were announced today by
Some 60 persons, all charter tlement, because we told them we
Curtis Hancock, junior, Jim Hinheld Wednesday afternoon in the Mrs. Ruth Johnson of Hickman. K. M. Winston, Elementary School members, attended the
session. would , give a reasonable amount
kle, senior, Carl David Mann.
Community Clubs Tent at the Mrs. Johnson and her Mother, principal.
Charter membership cost $25 each to help. However I do not consisophomore, and Tommy Powell,
Ken-Tenn
Fair
week.
last
It
inMrs.
Jack
Stahr attended the funThe South Fulton Red Devils
The following will teach in and the charter was closed at the der $5,000 as a reasonable asenior.
mount."
will play their first football game cluded arrangements. single speci- eral serviwt on Wednesday.
• grades 1-6 at South Fulton Ele- meeting.
Ends: Don Burnette, senior, of
mens,
and
plants.
house
an
•
Both
Survivors
include his wife, and mentary:
the season on Friday, August
Mrs. Westpheling reported that
It was at.a joint meeting of the
Jgry Kell, junior. Philip Merryadult
and
a
division
junior
were
four
children—a
24. at Dresden. The coaches are
nine month old
Mrs. Mac Burrow, Mrs. Dessie the state, which will build the two city governments that the
Mari, senior, John Rice junior, and
held.
daughter,
and
Diane,
predicting a good season for the
Sam, and Coltharp ,Mrs. John Schwerdt, $75,000 amphitheater, hopes to present City officials agreed to do
John Shepherd, junior; Centers: team.
First place winners were:
Joe Trincia.
Mrs. Fred Jolley, Mrs. Harold Hol- call for bids in early September what was fair and equitable in
Ward Bushart, junior, and Jimmy
Seasonal
Flowers—
Mrs.
J.
W.
Fans are urged to attend and
liday, Mrs. Bill Gray. Mrs. Kath- and that ground-breaking cere- paying their part of the $16,800.00
Yates, sophomore; Quarterback:
Violets—Mrs.
support the Red Devils in this and Elledge; African
erine Bradshaw, Mrs. Curtis Han- monies can be held by aboet Sep- due Nichols, Mr. Fields said. It
John Covington, senior.
Ken Turner; NonFlowering House
all other games this season
cock. Mrs. George Crafton, Miss tember 15. Funds are to be raiied was at this meeting that the press
Tackles :Virgil Lynn Craven,
Plants—Mrs. Carl Puckett, Sr.:
Maudie Pepper, Mrs. Dorothy locally for writing and producing and the public was barred from
senior, Waymon Hancock, sophoRose—Mrs. John Ragsdale; MariSmith, Mrs. Stuart Poston. Miss the presentation.
attendance.
more, Harold Martin, senior,
IMPROVING
gold—Mrs. Gus Paschall; Zinnia
Myrtle Brann. Mrs. Velma LaDuane McAlister, junior, Paul
Mrs. Thula Davis is improving —Mrs.Bertes Pigue;Dahlias—Mrs.
Fuze, Mrs. Doris Milner, and Mrs.
McClay, senior, Clay Piatt, sopho- following surgery at the Baptist Gue Paschall; Other Seasonal—
Vicki Adams and Peggy Connell H. H. Boston.
more, Terry Willingham. sopho- Hospital in Memphis. Her room Mrs. Lila Hastings; Fruit Arrange- were Youth
Talent Show winners
Grades 7-9 will be taught by
more.
number is 523-M.
ment—Mrs. Carl Puckett, Jr.; at the Ken-Tenn Fair last Wed- Mrs. Guy Finch, Mrs. Mildred
AnFruit and Vegetable Arrangement nesday night. They sang a duet derson, Mrs. Mansfield Martin,
—Raymond Rucker.
•
entitled "Let's Get Together".
Allen Ferguson. and Beecher
David, Dana, and 'Phil Puckett
Second place was won by Char- Finch.
Howard Bonciurant, Route 1, land and Mrs. T. G. Counce.
took top honors in the Junior Di- les Walker who did a pantomine
Instructors in the High School Fulton, and T. G. (Tom) Counee
vision.
of Al Jolson, and third place win- will be: Mr. Bell, the coach, Wayne of Route 2, Fulton,
Harold Pewitt of Route "Fulwere elected
ner was Paula Long who .did a Organ, Ual Killebrew. Clifford to the loeal Southern
States Ful- ton, was named chairman of the
NEW TEACHER!
vocal selection and a piano num- Wright, Camelia
By ()VIDA JEWELL
Cunningham, ton Coop, Inc. Board of Directors Board of Directors while Charles
waited
.out in the yarn of the Bard
Tom Brady, son of Mr. and Mrs ber.
Mrs. Clifford Ferguson, Mrs. Rob- at the annual membership meet- Adams of Hickman, Route 4. was
home until the officers came. "
Two Eddyville prison escapees,
Frank Brady, Eddings Street, left
The mistress of Ceremonies for ert Thompson, Mrs. Charles Can- ing held at the Palestine
Com- picked as vice-chairman.
Mr. Bard and some other men Tuesday for Louisville,
with the help of an elderly Water
where he the youth show was Cousin Tuny non. One or two vacancies have munity Center
on August 20.
Valley farm woman, surrendered were in a field nearby but missed has accepted a position as biology of WDXI-TV in Jackson. She is yet to be filled.
Mrs. Joe Holland of Fulton,
.
Also elected to the local Souththe arrival of the escapees.
to authorities Monday night.
and physics teacher at Southern better known here as Mrs. HerThe high school principal is ern States Farm Home Advisory Route 3, was chosen as ehairmlln
(Continued on page ten)
James Ray Hutson, 22. native of
(Continued on page five)
High School.
Lester Betty.
Committee avert. Mrs. Joe Hol- of the Farm Home Advisory ComArlington, and Marion Savage, 30,
n
m,titatr
ey
e. while Mrs. T. G. Counce of
Nicholasville, were taken into
Fulton, Route 2, was named s,
custody at the home of Earl Bard,
two miles north of Water Valley
Mr. and Mrs. T G. Counce were
on Highway 45.
chosen as delegates to represent
Mrs. Bard reported that the two
the local agency at the Southern
Many folks in the Fulton area the Farmers Bank and First Na- but we do know that the high type stored in the
men came to the home at about
vaults.
ciena, California, and the editor of States Cooperative's
39th Annual
7 p. m. and asked for something will remember the year 1930 when tional flank had failed to open for of men connected with both banks
"It would be very unwise for the Advertiser paid tribute to him
Stockholders Meeting in Richto eat. Mrs. Bard prepared a light the depression was in full swing business. Notices posted on the can be relied on to take care of depositors to lose their heads and in a long and
glowing account of mond. Virginia on October
25726.
and the banks were closing down doors of both banks stated that their depositors to the utmost."
meal for the pair.
make a run on this bank. If there his life and his career as a* railMr. Howani Bondurant was namAt some point during their stay, all ovec, the country.
'due to unsettled conditions in
In a second front-page story in is a stronger bank in this end of raid man.
ed alternate,.
The bank scare wasn't just banking circles, the directors had the same paper, an optimistic the state, we fail to know about
the men told Mrs. Bard who they
Ads in this 1930 paper included
were and said they wanted to something that people in this vi- ordered a temporary suspension of writer cheered his readers with It.',
those of Smith's Cafe, offering a
One of the highlights of the
give themselves up. They asked cinity "heard about" either. It was business for the protection of de- these words:
While gleaning this information plate lunch for only $.30; Ken- meeting was the financial report_
Mrs. Bard to notify Hickman a stark reality that involved two positors.'"
"The City National Bank open- from the old newspaper, we ran tucky Utilities, featuring all the of Southern States Cooperative
County Sheriff Stanley Hopkins at of the three banks then in FulYet, the writer ended his story ed its doors the same as usual across some other interesting very 'latest" electrical
appliances: given by A. S. Fox of Madisonton.
Clinton.
with a hopeful ring:
Wednesday mornirut with plenty items which were happening and a two-page spread from Kas- ville, a regional representative
of
In the November 28, 1930, ediHopkins and two deputies came
"President R. H. Wade of the of cash in sight to meet every de- "back then."
now's Department store with the organization. According to the
to the farm home after notifying tion of The FULTON ADVERTIS- First National Bank, and Presi- mand, and then some. In fact,
For instance, Highway 45 be- men's suits at only $16.50 apiece report, members of the organizaGraves County authorities and ER, loaned to us by L. M. Mc- dent Arch Huddleston of the some old timers say they never tween Fulton and Paducah—pavand the finest Gingham for Scents tion in a five-state area put
state police. The Bard home is in Bride, the following two stories Farmers Bank, both have stated did see so much money at one ed all the way except for a six
through their cooperative about
a yard!
Graves County.
appeared, both in an attempt to that their institutions are solvent time. If a run on the bank Was mile stretch of good gravel—was
Even in the midst of the de- $201,170,000 worth of . purchasing
Mrs. Bard was alone with the calm the people down, and to get and the temporary closing was expected, it failed to materialized. thrown open to travel that day.
pression, local wit was ever-pres- and marketing volume during the
two men from the time they ap- business rolling again.
merely a matter of precaution to A few may have withdrawn their This lutovided a paved highway ent. These two "Briellets"
are ex- 1961-62 fiscal year.
pared until the officers from both
The first started on an omnious prevent depletion of cash reserve. accounts, but we venture to say from Memphis to Paducah.
amples!
counties arrived. She was de- note:
"The general belief is that both that more new accounts were
Kenneth Houston, manager of
In another big story, Mr. Mark"The Fulton man Who used to
scribed as "rather nervous" over
"Fulton was thrown into a near banks will soon open again and opened than withdrawn, and many ham. Chairman of the Board of drive
a blind horse now has a son Southern States Fulton Cooperathe ordeal. The men, evidently panic Wednesday morning when may merge into one institution. thousands of dollars Were added the Illinois Central System, died who
runs around in an auto with tive, Inc., gave the report on • -icta!
sensing Mrs. Bard's condition, it became generally known that We have on authority to say this to the large amount of money at his winter residence
(Continued on page five)
in Altaoperations and services.

Local Teachers
Attend Science
Course At MSC

Bulldogs Prepare
For '62 Season

Get Up Kids!
It's Time For
School To Open

Rural Day Events
Are Success At
Big Jaycee Fair

Season Tickets Now
Available Downtown
For Fulton Games

Red Devils Open
Grid Season With
Dresden Tomorrow

Officers Elected
For Planning And
Zoning Commission

M
Vice-Chairman Of
Drama Production

Former Fulton
Physician Dies
In Arkansas

Faculty Named
For South Fulton

Flower Show Held
Al Ken-Tenn Fair

Duet Wins In
Talent Contest

Two Eddyville Escapees Surrender To
Authorities Near Water Valley Monday

Southern States Meeting Held At
Palestine Community Center Here

Nothing Brings Back Memories and History Like Old Newspaper

Background of Dispute of Sewage Disposal
Survey Is Reviewed Here By Charles Fields
it was understood that we would deal
directly with Nichols, but would contract with South Fulton, but that the
authorities in Frankfort would have
to approve all his work, which they
did, that any engineer Fulton chose
would also have the approval of the
final plans and the Fulton and Frankfort authorities would have copies,
which were available.
The plans for the joint plant upon completion were approved both in
Frankfort and Nashville and by South
Fulton, but upon a change in the administration of Fulton, it was determined by the newly elected authorities in Fulton that a joint Sewage
Plant would not be feasible, desirable, economical or something, in any
event South Fulton was advised that
Fulton wanted a lagoon system even
Honorable Gilbert DeMyer,
though your technical advisors in
Commissioners,
Frankfort advised against this.
City of Fulton
Kentucky
Upon being advised that you did
Fulton,
wish a joint Disposal Plant, the
not
Gentlemen:'
South Fulton Council then borrowed
As City Attorney for South Ful$16,800.00 from a local bank to honor
ton I have been directed to advise
this contract with -Nichols Engineering Company.
you of the background of the obligation with respect to the joint SewYour advisors in Frankfort and
age Disposal Plant.
South Fulton's in Nashville stated to
For many years the Health Deboth Councils in a joint meeting that
partments of our State in Frankfort
the legal authorities advised them
that this written agreement was legaland Nashville, have encouraged our
ly binding on both cities, and urged
cities to construct sewage disposal
plants, expressing concern that our
that the obligations be fulfilled by
existing facilities were inadequate
both cities, it is manifest, that South
Fulton has honored their obligation
and a health hazard, and in recent
years, both Health Departments beto Fulton and is without fault.
You may recall a joint dinner
came increasingly insistent about
meeting that it was agreed that Fulthis construction."
ton Commissioners would do what
Under the influence of the plans
was fair and equitable in paying their
for the Ferry-Morse Plant our discuspart of the $16,800.00.
sion crystalized and it was recomWould it be unfair or inequitable
mended by the Health authorities in
to pay $8,400.00, $7,000.00, $6,000.00
both States that a joint Disposal Plant
or nothing?
was feasible, desirable and would be
Our relationship, as a border
more efficient and economical for
town has been amazingly friendly
both cities.
for many decades, we have a storeAfter numerous joint meetings
house of good will between our cities,
authe
and
Wards
city
between our
thorities in Frankfort and Nashville, that our Mayor and Council fear
might be destroyed by the Invidious
a joint resolution was adopted by both
of one or two of your memattitude
Mayour
by
signed
duly
Boards,
city
bers who are not familiar with the
.irs. attested to by the Recorders and
background of this matter or who are
duly entered in the Minute Books ununconcerned with the tragic conseder the terms of which both 'cities
quences of a lawsuit between our
obligated themselves to cooperate in
cities.
plant.
joint
the
of
the construction
The writer of this letter personunderstood
and
It was agreed
ally feels that should you decline to
that it would be necessary that the
honor your obligations and litigation
plant be on the Tennessee side beshould
result, it would take several
Beland
the
of
elevation
cause of the
for the ill will that would
decades
cause of legal problems South Fulton
to
be
arise
dissipated.
Kenand
would issue the bonds
Fulton has cooperated in
South
that
amount
an
pay
tucky would
the
of State Line Street for
lighting
would be reasonable and fair to
a few days ago the
Only
years.
many
of
share
their
amortize and pay off
Mayor and Council received a gracirecombeing
this
of
all
expense,
the
ous letter of thanks from your Schdol
mended and aproved by the proper
Superintendent thanking them for
Nashville.
and
officials in Frankfort
the use of the back-hoe-loaded maknowfull
the
South Fulton with
chine and operator in work being
ledge of Fulton engaged Nichols Enon the Milton Elementary
done
gineering Company to prepare blueproject in your city.
School
prints, plans and specifications to conIn
discussing this with your citistruct a joint plant. Nichols made
the Kentucky side, each withon
zens
• population studies, projected growth, out exception, expressed a wish that
capacity and plant needs;commercial
you honor your obligation in doing
projects and other technical data, cowhat is right and just; that is the only
in
operating with the authorities
South Fulton expects to do; no
thing
Frankfort and. Nashville, who were
you should do.
than
more
discussing back and forth with each
This was a tremendous undertakof
stages
all
other the feasibility of
ing involving in. excess of $40(1,000.00,
the developments, plans and blueit does not address the common sense
prints.,
of anyone to think that South Fulton
- 'tacks of blueprints, plans, data
would have plans and specifications
and specifications were prepared for
prepared for a joint Disposal Plant
this joint project, because of the legal
without a definite agreement and unquirk of our being in separate States,
derstanding between both cities.
The last thing South Fulton deTHE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
is an unhappy lawsuit about
sires
J- PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
this, yet we ask you to carefully conEditors and Publishers
sider this matter, and kindly let us
ti "Best All Around" in ciass in Kentucky
have your decision by Oct. 2, 1962.
in 054 Kentucky Press Association judging
Si,., Second place to 1959 and Honorsble Meatless IS
You will recall, that South FulLass
even offered to accept your
ton
has
Fulin
papers
weekly
Slippecor of various
ton, the first of which win fourified in 18011.
promissory note, payable within six
Mlil (eabserInttone. chase. of address.
kndr.tte an
months, if it is inconvenient for you
Porn. 1479 to Pon Offirt, Pont 485 Pulton. Restart,
to
pay tnis equitable sum in cash.
Published Every Thursday of The Tear
It is my hope that you will conA member of the Kentneky rress Ansoelation
dor the foregoing reflections on this
_Recant! - elaqs postage paid at Fulton. Ken
7,n)tter in the cpirit in which this protucks and at additional mailing offices.
ject was born, rather than the prosrp, year In Fulton
Subscription Rates: $1
nective urlinesc that its death might
nraves Counties. Ky , and nblon arm
irrow. if considered by closed
Wtakley Counties Tenn Elypwhere thrnueh(int the Unitert S.tate. 4 On per vent.
in inds.
CHARLES B. FIELDS
Thursday. August 23. 1962

Sometimes people read only the
headlines in their newspapers. The
situation brought to light recently regarding payment of a survey for a
joint sewage disposal plant for Fulton
and South Fulton may bring about
some hard to mend differences between two neighboring cities. Charles
Fields, city attorney for South Fulton
has written a letter to the officials of
the City of Fulton and reviews the
step up step events of the now disputed survey.
• So that you ..may become acquainted with the situation we happily reprint Mr. Fields' 'letter. If
there is another side of the story,
we'll gladly print that too.
Here's the letter :

by 1.4cFsieffors
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"Oh well, my motto is, 'If at First you don't succeed,
try the Second National'!"
fa FRC1VI THE FILES:--

Turning Back The Clock-August 21. 1942
The South Fulton schools will
open earlier than usual this fall,
on Monday, August 24. D. S. Adkisson, the new principal, has arrived from Ashland City, Tennessee, and is ready to begin his new
duties.
Teachers returning for the
j Mac
school year are: Mrs. Jos
Reed, Miss Martha Roach, Miss
Sarah Pickle, Mrs. Elbert ,Lowery,
Miss Lena Stokes, 0. R. Moore.
Jess Haynes, Mrs. Jess Haynes,
Mrs. Malcolm Smith, Allie D.
Williams, Naomi Fowler, Mary B.
Jones, Mrs. Tisza Boner.
New teachers are Mrs. Elsie
Provow, W. J. Moore and Mr.
Eller. the new band director.
Despite rumors that the war
would cancel the Farm Bureau
Picnic this year. the picnic will
be held, announces J. B. McGehee, Secretary.

pairing and improving the school
building and work is progressing
on the new Carr Institute building.
Mrs. W. M. Blacicstone left
Wednesday night for a short visit
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
S. R. Mauldin of Vicksburg.
Mr. and Mrs. Enoch Milner
were host and hostess to their
bridge club Friday night at their
home on Green Street. Following
the games. Mrs. Frank Wiggins
and James Warren were presented high score prizes.
Mrs. Abe Jolley was hostess to
her afternoon club Tuesday at her
home on State Line. Two tables
of players were present with two
visitors, Mrs. R. G. Harris and
Mrs. J. C. Scruggs.

Sunday visitors of Mrs. Ruby
Ed
Mesdames
were
Wright
-Thomson, Harris Bondurard and
Fulton city schools will open son, Charles, and Mr. and Mrs.
early in Septenher, announced J. Charles Wright and daughter.
0. Lewis, Superintendent, today.
Mrs. Karl Kimberlan and Mrs.
School is schech,led to open September 14, but the opening date Leon Hutchins attended a V1PA
kitchen project and home life
may be moved forward to Sepprogram meeting in Union City,
tember 7. —
Work is moving forward on re- Tuesday.
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100 Years Ago This Week
An historical review of the Civil War day by day in Kentucky, a reviewed by the Kentucicy Civil War Commission.
By JOE JORDAN
(Kentucky Civil War Commission)

a nd
cavalrymen
Confederate
routed them. Three Rebels were
killed and two mortally wounded;
the rest escaped.

Kentucky'slaveholders,of whom
a considerable number had taken
the Union side in a belief that the
would
The Kentucky legislature, one
Lincoln Administration
preserve the institution, were en- of its own members having sucGov. Beriah
giged 100 years ago this week in ceeded resigned
ailalyzing and discussing a letter Magoffin, no longer had to pess
from President Lincoln to Horace partisan measures twice—the secGreeley, New York newspaper ond time over a veto. It amended
the jury laws to require each
editor.
to the regular
In the letter, dated August 22, juror, in addition
a second one as1882. Mr. Lincoln Kid: "My para- oath, to take
he had not served the
mount object is to save the Union, serting that
States in either a
--..and not either to save or destroy Confederate
and had
slavery. If I could save the Un- civil or military capacity,
"any rebelion without freeing any slaves I not aided'or abetted
whatever."
would do it; and if I could save lion (Tr insurrection
bill appropriated 850,000
it by freeing all the slaves I Another
which
would do it: and if 1-could save it to a 'Secret-Service Find"
the new governor, James F. Robby freeing some and leaving
to use at
others alone. I would also do inson. was authorized
his discretion, "in the public serthat.
vice."
At"Big Hill in Madison County
Col. Lei,nidas Metcalfe ordered
A Union Army order set forth
his 400 Federal cavalrymen to dis- that in case of a railroad disaster
mount and attack on foot a Con- caused by enternational destrucfederate force probably superior tion of the track, "secessionists, or
in numbers. According to a re- known sympathizers with secesport made at the time, a shower sion, in the immediate vicinity"
of bullets and shells se, terrified
would be held responsible. It was
the attackers that three-fourths not necessary to show that they
of them mounted their horses and
had anything to do with it; the
fled "like a pack of cowards" in
measure was intended to make
all directions. They left ten of them actively try to prevent such
their seen dead on the field and
sabotage.
forty wounded, who were taken
prisoners. However, a portion—of---the Union force stood firm, fought
5 - YEAR PLAN BEGUN
bravely for an hour and a half,
adthe
Confederate
and slowed
London — Britain's new Devance.
velopment Council has begun
The ones who ran were officialwork on a five-year economic plan
ly designated "deserters." Union
designed to raise the national proMajor Gen. William Nelson, who duct 4 percent a year.
had been promoted to that rank in
July and made commander of the
Army of Kentucky, issued a genNUMBER ONE!
eral .• order directing all provost
Kentucky ranked first in. the
marshals to arrest them wherever
nation for the production of lesfound and put them in jail.
In Clay County., Col. T. T. Gar- pedeza hay in 1981, when about 20
rard with 560 Union soldiers lying per cent of the nation's tonnage
concealed on a hillside overlook- of this hay came from Kentucky
in:! lied Bird Creek, waylaid 150 farms.

In the business world myself, I
hear such talk as yours constantly.
Is that the way we're trying to
the Communists that we
impress
(The following letter, addressed are a Christian nation? Or how
Gazette,
to the Hickman County
much longer will it take for us to
was sent to us by Mrs. 011ie Cash- become a fully civilized., appreciait.
publish
we
on and asked that
tive, christian nation?
We wish more readers would write
Knowing full well that the
iscurrent
on
opinions
us their
world and the fullness
sues. While we disagree with Mrs. Whole
to God, we, as a
Cashon, we strongly defend her thereof belongs
dust, held ingather
privilege to make public her particle of
His hand. If He should let
views, just as we have the free- with
be no more.
dom to express ours. Here's the go, we would
Then allow such reports to be
letter . • . ed)
put out on a human being. I
think it is a complete shame. As
Fulton, Kentucky
Goa has no respecter of persons.
Mr. Hickman County Gazette:
Youx mua slinging cannot hurt
Since reading such mud-slinging comments of yours, about Mr. Mr. Barnett. If he gets hurt, he
Hoyt Barnette, I wish to make will do it himself. No one can
take away a man's good character
some comment too.
I say to Mi.
It is a sad story when the lit- except he, himself.
tle country boy goes to town who Barnett:
Keep your chin up. Be that
as Mr. Barnett, has acquired for
God
himself the knowledge of how clean, honest character that
to
God has told us to keep ourselves, has taught you to be, continue
and
our home, our city. our county, trust in Him who knoweth
well.
our State, also our Nation, and doeth all things
All things work together for the
again, how to run the world.
good to those who love the 'Lord
Mr. Barnett knows all this be- and doeth his will.
cause I have sit in class and stuWe need as quickly as possible,
died as he gave instructions.
In every office in the world, good
When he gets in politics, to honest, Godfearing men. So as to
meet up with so many City Slick- bring back the purity of the world
ers who expect everything to go once knew. We need men who are
their way, right or wrong.
found studying God's word with
Even put out political money a his family at night. With family
lot of times to pay people to pull prayer for God's care through
votes for them. I can express a the day and to ask his special care
lot of other things that is going while they sleep.
on all over our nation besides the
Mr. Gazette, if you want to
right thing.
out to try to
You sound, Mr. Gazette, as if sling mud, send it
up our country, Don't
you do not know a good man help clean
good man who
when you see him. You probably try to down a
trying to lift up
cannot look in the face and tell spends so much
the difference in a clean honest the fallen.
man from the City Slicker or a - I third& your comments are very
untrue and most of all very uncheat and a fraud.
We have had some 'good clean fair.
Mr. Gazette, if we are to surhonest men in offices but I happen to know that we've also had vive as a nation the evils will
some of the biggest crooks, too. have to be stamped out and overthat the world has ever known.
come with good.
Suppose, the little country boy
Are you in this battle? If so,
Barnett is not too smart at his let us see you in Church Sunday,
new job. I feel that he will study Sunday night, Wednesday night
hard and learn the right way prayer meeting with your big
about things. Also that he will do Teachers Bible looking into full
the honest, fair thing without par- and complete instructions by the
tiality to anyone. I have faith in one and only. True and Living
him as a good Christian gentle- God, Then start teaching the falman that he will not sell out.
len.
don't feel that money will buy
You will find the answer there
Mr. Barnett. I also believe whatto every question that you are
ever he tells you is right to the
concerned about.
best of his knowledge.
Mr. Gazette, we have too few
Thank you,
Hoyt Barnettes. We also have too
Mrs.
011ie Cashon
many people just like you. Being

Letters To Editor
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SEPT. 7-8-9

RCA
CHAMPIONSHIP
RODEO with TV BONANZA STARS
Boxes $2.50,
330 P.M. aid (100 P.M. Sept. 7 and 8. 3:30 P.M. only Sept. 9.
half pri:e.
Ruined $2.00, Central Admission $1.50,Children Under 12 yrs.

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP HORSE SRO
SEPT. 10-15
Advance Ticket Sale

Closes Sept. 9

RENFRO VALLEY HOMECOE— Zi
SHOW DAILY. SEPT. 7-15
OLSON SHOWS MIDWAY
SEPT. 7-15
ACRES OF EXCITING EXHIBITS
Championship livestock, poultry, agricultural
and dairy machinery ... hundreds of commercial
and agricultural exhibits, 4-H
and many, many others

:Mk-

FREE FEATURES

SPECIAL

▪ HEALTH -O -DRAMA
TYPICAL RUSSIAN HOME
•BARRACK-ADES REVUE
NIGHTLY I BLUE GRASS
BELLES NIGHTLY II AND
MANY MORE

'EARLY BIRD'
OFFER
$1 r:,0 A IGAD
7 A.M. to 10 A.M.
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eral Electric. Company was playThe Fulton News, Thursday, Aug. 23, 1983
ing host to many of its dealers in
Page 3
the Mid-South area, and we sort
of thought that Florence and
Frank would be there. If ever
a host was more gracious to his
guests than was GE we don't
Mr. and Mrs. John Albert Holmes of 286 Simpson,
know about it, for everything, but
Memphis, announce the engagement of their daughter,
everything that was pleasant and
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
Miss Nancy Faulkner, daughter with circlet veil and she cart-it'd
relaxing was made available to Miss Barbara Ann Holmes, to William Henry Bennett
a
of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Faulkner single long-stemmed
the dealers and their families. We of Fulton.
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
red rose.
of near Union City, became the
were so privileged to be Florence
Serving as best man was the
The wedding will take place September 2 at Long- bride of Johnny McConnell. son of bridegroom's
Sun-tanned, rested and ready for a full schedule of and Frank's guests at a dinner
brother, Bobby McMr.
view
and
Heights
Mrs.
Baptist
Raymond
dance
Church
Friday
on
in
McConnell
night
and
Memphis.
if that
Connell of South Fulton.
work and activities during the Fall and Winter ahead, delightful event was
of
Troy,
Tennessee,
in
a
lovely
an indication
The couple wil live at 206 Pearl
Miss Holmes, an employee of Leader Federal Savings
your diarist looks back on a most pleasant "family va- of what the GE folks were feted
ceremony August 12 in the chapel Street in Fulton and Mrs.
McConand
Loan
Memphis,
of
was
graduated
from
of
the
Whitehaven
Methodist
Church
with
in
all
week,
Union
nell
we
think
will teach in Carr Elenienthat
cation" spent on the Mississippi Gulf Coast. It might be
Florance and Frank need a vaca- High School and attended Memphis State University City.
tary School. Mr. McConnell is emas hard for you to realize, as it is for us, but our children
tion when they come home. Frank and Blue Mountain College in Blue Mountain, MissisRev. Dave Hilliard of the Con- ployed by Cheeseman's Accountare grown up enough now to do grown up vacationing played
cord
golf to his heart's content sippi.
Methodist Church of Padu- ing Firm of Union City.
=with us and it's the most fun we have had in many a and Florence enjoyed bridge,
cah performed the ceremony.
The bridegroom-elect, son of Mrs. Willie Bryant
day. The Gulf Coast has many sentimental memories swimming, boating and everything
Given in marriage by her father,
ENTERTAINMENT!
else that goes with summer time Bennett of Fulton, is employed by the Harvey Caldwell the.bride
wore a lovely dregs ol
for us and as if you didn't know, we're convinced again pleasure.
A barber snep in tante ei•o‘ idei
Office Machines and Equipment Company in Fultdn. He silk peau de soie, fashioned with euitars
rather than magazines F4
that either this is a small world, or we're just tie kihd On the Sunday of the first
attended Fulton High—School and served four years in a basque bodice with a low scoop•,mers can play while waiting,
of vacationers who like to visit with people and talk week-end we were there we drove
ed neckline. Long tapered sleeves
the Navy. A charter member and past president of the fell in point:: over her.
hands. The
with them, whether we know them or not. When we do, over to New Orleans to visit in
that fabulous city and to see some Fulton Jaycees, he received the Jaycees outstanding skirt was designed with a lace
the circle around the earth narrows and we're with of our kin folks. We drove all
applique
in
front
and
flowed into
award for the State of Kentucky in 1961.
over the city to find a church so
a chapel train.
home folks almost everywhere.
207 Comm , rcial
After their wedding trip, the .couple will make Her fingertip
we could attend services near
veil was..attaelied
Take for instance
Sunday
the home of my sister and as we their home on East State Line in Fulton.
to
a
miniature lace crown re-en.
favorite Fulton friend and :of
—Slip Covers; sea; covers
morning as we stopped in Gulfwalked in would you believe that
broidered , with seed pearls. So ,
—Upholstering (all kinds:
course we mused again that "it's sitting on the back row was an(r
i:h
carried
port at an Ica OiL ed nave our a small world,
d
a
bridal bouquet of whc•
were Mr. and Mrs. James Hender- and Wayne Harris Brandon, with
medern an antique
indeed."
other sister, our niece and her son and
blo.ssoins
ice chest filled and to stock up on
surrounding a wl,.1,
son, Tim, of Fulton, and
—Draperies
'
Following a fishing trip on the four little boys and we Just Harmon Rickman and children, a three course luncheon last week
soft drinks for the long ride home.
.1 ,"flings tarpaulins
at the Park Terrace in South Ful(You know having cold drinks in back bay near Biloxi we stopped couldn't believe it. They too, had Charlie and Ellen of Pilot Oak.
The maid of honor was MI
ton.
the car takes at least two hours at a service station and the at- driven to New Orleans from
Nancy Daniels. She wore a lei
JAMES HAZELWOOD
The
table
was
off your driving time when there tendant was a friendly young Clarksdale for the week-end so
centered
with
an
race
-length dress of chiffon cn:r
Mrs. Gene Bell re i Mr . C`r••,•ny
are children along.) Anyhow the fellow by the name of Jimmy we had a real family reunion Duke. were hostesses to a house- arrangement of white carnations, taffeta in azure blue.
UAL KILLEBREW
She al,.
soft drink carton contained a leaf- Ward. Said he:." I wonder if you without one single, solitary plan hold shower honoring Mrs. Hor- baby's breath and greenery flank- wore a-matching miniature
crokk
ed
with
green
let giving away something or an- know Sammye Cook, she's my' being made.
and
white
grapes.
•
ace Stephens at 809 Eddings street
The hostesses presented each
It went on and on. The man- recently.
other and Mary Jo decided to give aunt and a nurse in Fulton." We
honoree with a beautiful silver
It to the occupants in the car next tried to figure that one out until ager of the hotel. Mrs. Fairfax
Several
guests
attended
or
sent
tray.
to ours. The driver of the car was he said later that his aunt worked Netzgar, called one day to say
Call Us To Save
a Catholic nun and seeing our in Clinton. It was Mary Jo and R. that a mutual friend had called gifts.
Fulton, Kentucky license came Paul who spoke up immediately and told her we were there. The
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Garret
Kimbel
TREE GUARDS!
Money On Repairs
over, she said, "to see if by any and said: "Mommie talks to her mutual friend was Mrs. Lois Mcwere hosts to a dinner honoring
chance you knew Mrs. William on the live-wire every morning." Alister whom we had met in our
The bull-horn acacia tree in
their
son,
Airman
2-c
Larry
KimFrederick Clark who lives on The Clinton nurse was also a political travels in Mississippi and
satisfied customer is our best
Mexico sustains armies of fierce
Gulf Coast visitor recently and we you know what fun it was trying bel of Cannon AFB. Clovis, New
Pearl Street in Fulton."
ants that protect its foliage. The
Mexico,
at
their
testimonial.
home
That is why we Sive
on
Route
hope she had as good a time as we to remember who was where
slender biting ants live in the
2 last week.
At first the formal name didn't
you feet. efficient, technical 'eerdid.
and
what
had
happened.
give us the message but when she
Larry is presently enroute to hollow thorns of the tree and feed
y-ice and low rates on TV repairs.
"Family vacations" are here to
on the nectarlike secretion. They
It was not too much of a surwrote a little note to "Aunt Linn"
Mildenhall AFB in England.
stay
and
we
recommend
prise
when
Florence Beadles
them
we were startled and surprised to
It all adds-up to saving you
Many of his friends and rela- fight off leaf-eating insects and
know of course that she was talk- walked over to us at the pool at heartily.
tives attended to wish him luck browsing cattle.
money!
ing about "our Miss Linnie." We the Edgewater Gulf Hotel because
overseas.
Gladys
and
Hyland
Bob
and
learned
the
earlier
that
Genbrought her up-to-date an our we
ANTENNAS INSTALLED
RUPTURE
Cathy were visitors in South
Mrs. Sam Caldwell of Milan and 1 The New Sensational Invention
Bend, Indiana to visit with Jean
Mrs.
Glass
John
and Mrs. Thomas
Sutherland's 'MD" Truss
Ann. To complete the pleasant
No Odors
visit Sue Heine of Sturgis (she Tucker of Martin complimented
Connie
Miss
Bolen
of Ridgely and
was Sue Brown) Mrs. Donald
City Drug Co., Fulton
Miss
Pamela
Tarver
of Martin.
In Operation 61 Years
Cherry and Mrs. Ozelle Brown
No Belts — No Straps —
30E Main Street
Phone 307
Joined the Hylands and they had a bride-elects of F. W. Brandon III
wonderful home-town gathering
• Large Display •
of good and devoted friends who
have shared many pleasant as• Well Lighted At Night •
sociations in their long friend• Open Sunday Afternoons •
ships.

Diary of Doin's

S. P. MOORE & CO.

Greenfield Monument Works
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Patton
Call 124

1
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Miss Barbara Ann Holmes of Memphis
Announces Betrothal To Bill Bennett Miss Nancy Faulkner Is Recent Bride
Of Johnny McConnell In Union City

The News reports your - - - -

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

Greenfield
AD 5-2293

ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR
FOR YOUR

• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
* FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
FARM LOANS
OFFICE PHONE 5

208 MAIN STREET

FULTON, KENTUCKY
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Roper Television

Ruby McDade is home from her
momentous "first plane ride" to
Albuquerque, New Mexico to visit
with the Read Hollands and family. Ruby reported "nothing to it"
in commenting on the jet ride,
but did say that it travelled so
fast that a cup of coffee scarcely
has time to cool from the time it
is poured in St. Louis until it is
sipped in Dallas. Ruby and Ann
(Mrs. W. L.) Holland made the
- trip back to Fulton by auto.
Mrs. Clara Cooper of Union City
and Mrs. Grace Thacker of Fulton returned Sunday from a very
interesting tour of Canada and
Eastern United States. They stopped in Cincinnati, Niagara Falls,
and Erie, Pennsylvania. Then they
traveled to Toronto, Montreal and
Quebec. They returned through
the Maine Woods, Plymouth Rock,
Boston, Philadelphia,
Atlantic
City. New York City, and Washington, D. C. While in Washington,
they dined with Congressman
Robert Everett and his mother in
the Capitol and attended a session
of Congress.
Over 100 people attended the
Holland family reunion at the
City Park Sunday. A lunch was
served at noon and many visitors
came during the afternoon to visit
and talk.
Family members came from
Paducah, Hickman, Water Valley,
Fulton, Mayfield, Union City,
Nashville, Memphis, Birmingham,
Wheelock, Texas ,and Detroit.
Warren and Harper Woods, Michigan.

'
5

Mr. and Mrs. James Boyce Ellegood and sons, Gary and Terry of
Louisville, were dinner guests
last Wednesday of Mr. and Mrs.
Treman Rickman. Other visitors
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•
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Save $1.01 on
these famous bras/
This sale lasts only
a short time, so get
IV your Playtex soon. All
/
these bras have the extra
/1
feature of double elastic in
the bock for double wear,
▪r."

-c4 DUFFY TWINS
by WICK SMITH

4.

TS

Choice of 3 styles:

ALUMINUM AWNINGS

RD"

Only nationally advertised Flexolum gives you
al these exclusive features:
•Special heat treated, spring tempered alloy that resists denting
I
•Marproof, 2-coat baked enamel finish won't rust, chip, peel
or cradt
•Clean, bright underside, no "Nuts and Bolts" look
•Full ventilation, without perforation, promotes air circulation
•15 decorator colors, over 200 combinations, for any style horn*
•Choice of 5 styles of awning for window, door,
carport, porch or patio

TEN-AR-KY-140.

:381S1

—OR_
SIMONS PAINT CO. IN FULTON, KY. PHONE 67
UNION CITY, TENN.

YOU CAN'T DO TNAT IftV3TER
sa GOT BURGLAR INSURANCE
WITH

IRBY'S FASHION SHOP
Mau Strcct

Industries
AD
A.M.

2for 3"

PHONE TU-141721

maw .mmr.•••• moal

WICK SMITH
INSURANCE
REAL ESTATE
231 Main St.

Ph. 62

A. Cotton -Dacron" Bras combine
the coolness of cotton with easy
care of Dacron polyester.
8 Fashion-Magic*Bras have special
underlift panels for fashion's younger
look.
C. Mapic- Cling* Bros with non-slip
panels in back and elastic In the straps
so the back wof:t)l tide up.
All bras white 32A to 40C,2 for 3.99
D sizes Fashion-magic, 2 for 5.99

Fulton
.ONAL

for a limited time only

444roaar.ou

Porn* ea W.

4.

BenhasFranklin*
everythingfor

BACK TO SCHOOL

Writer-Miser Binder for
top punch paper. Easy.
care vinyl cover. All colOrS

77c

Paper for Above Binder.
Reg.49c pkgs.2 pkgs.77c

$1.14 Value! Blue Canvas Binder fitted with 25c filler
88c
10c index
paper,

$1.49
Value

s-to BEN FRANKLIN 5-10,
LOCALLY OWNED -- NATIONALLY KNOWN

with
zipper top, lock and key.
Tan or black plastic.... 99
Reg. $3.49 Utility Bag

s. f
gh
.kT
ns
cgsp
Pe
29
.
of

3reg

10 pencils, total
30.....only 77c

Reg. $1.49 Onward Filler Paper.
Giant packs of 450 to 400 sheets 99C

44c

Reg.49c Pkg. Filler Paper.

FULTON, KY.

LAKE STREET

Engagement of Betty Lynn Lacy And Chan Covington And Charles Lannom
Robert Van Hoosier Is Announced Are Wed In Impressive Ceremony
Its Agatha Cra:k le VocIpel
One of the loveliest of the many
summer weddings was the double
ring ceremony which united Miss
Ruth Chaney Covington. daughter
itf Mr. and Mrs. John Boone Cavington, junior, and Charles Rogers
Lannom, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Lester Powell Lannom of Guthrie,
Kentucky. The wedding was at
three o'clock on the afternoon of
Saturday the eighteenth of August, nineteen hundred and sixtytwo at the First Baptist Church.
*The Reverend Randall Truett
Miller, pastor of the church, officiated.

refills plus 49c
pack of 5 refills
free
. 77c

Home Owned and Operated by Mr. and Mrs.
W. M. Adams

As the guests assembled Mrs.
Wyman Hurt, organist, and Miss
Neil Dyer, soprano, presented a
program of nuptial music. Following the ceremony Miss Dyer sang
"A Wedding Prayer".

ing pill box headdresses with
short circular veil. Their brocade
slippers matched their dresses.
They carried fan shaped bouquets
of feathered white carnations with
ice blue illusion pearl studded
petals and ice blue ribbons.
William Hogan Bryan served the
groom as best man. The ushers
were John Boone Covington III..
brother of the bride, Philip Coots,
Robert Stokes, and James Darke.

- The beautiful brunette bride
For her daughter's wedding Mrs.
was given in marriage by her fa- Covington chose a frock of chamther. She wore a handsome wed- pagne silk linen designed along
ding gown of magnolia white, sheath lines. Her hat was of drappure silk organza lined with silk ed champagne chiffon. Her accespeau-de-soie. Ifer misty bouffant sories matched her dress and she
veil of imported illusion fell from had a white orchid corsage.
a lace pillbox ornamented with a
The groom's mother, Mrs. Lansmall cluster of. jewelled lilies of non, wore a beige silk afternoon
the valley. She carried a fan shap- frock designed along sheath lines
ed bouquet of stephanotis center- with a softly draped bodice. Her
The churrii was effectively deco- ed with a white orchid and caught hat was fashioned of shaded
rated in gm 11 and white. Center- with satin ribbons and sprays of velvet and silk flowers. Her accessories were beige and she, too, had
ing.the pulpit was a fan shaped ar- minature English ivy.
rangement of specimen white
Mrs. William Meacham, sister a white orchid corsage.
gladiola. At either side of the of the bride, was the matron of• Following the ceremony Mr. and
flowers was a branched candel- honor. The bridesmaid was Miss Mrs. Covington were hosts at a
abra holding tall white candles. Nancy Walston. They wore identi- reception in the Fellowship Hall
Tall emerald fern trees completed cal afternoon frocks of ice blue of the church. Centering the table
the background for the ceremony. pure silk linen. They wore match- was an arrangement of- white

Cartridge Pen, 2
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Miss Betty

Lynn Lacy

.c••-,:ee in home econo• ..,
W I;
Mr and Mrs.
ton. Ky. announce the enc.agn- mies arid is presently employed by
trent of their 1auusht4.r. Miss Betty the Grass Township school system,
Lynn- Lacy f Chrisney, Ind.. for- Spencer county,.Ind.
Mr.• Van Hoosier is presently
Melly of Fulton, to Hobert Allen
Van - Hoosier Of Bristow. Ind.:- soli%.mployed by Owensboro Electric
of Mr. and Mrs. Claude Van Hoos- Co. of Owensboro, Ky. and is a
student at Teletranical Technical
ier of Bristow, Ind.
Institute of Evansville, Ind.
MurMiss Lacy graduated from
A December wedding is being
anned:
ray State College with a bachelor

The bride's bor was unusual in
tha4 it was hand made by the
great Aunt of the bride, Miss Lois
Covington. Each page featured a
different hand painted design.
The first page carried a wedding
poem which was written by the
great grandfather of the bride to
his bride on their wedding day.

Rogers-Forrest
Vows Pledged
On August 9
Miss Olivia Rogers, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rogers, Fulton Route 4, and Jack Forrest, son
of Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Forrest of
Fulton, exchanged wedding vows
at six o'clock in the evening at
the home of Paul Bates, Walnut
Street. an August 9.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Bennett
were the only attendant,s. Mr.
Bates officiated in the doublering ceremony.
The bride wore a white streetlength dress, the bodice of which
featured tiny tucks and a row of
'small pearl buttons. The skirt
was pleated and her accessories
were white. A single white orchid
was pinned at her shoulder.

Rich-Foster Vows
Read In Ceremony
In Durham, N. C.
Miss Gloria Joy Rich of Durham, North Carolina, and Larry
S. Foster. of Mountain Home Air
Force Base, Idaho, and formerly
of Fulton, were married in an impressive double ring ceremony in
Lakewood Methodist Church in
Durham on July 22.
The bride is the daughter of
M/Sgt. and Mrs. Jesse W. Rich of
Chapel Hill, North Carolina, and
the bridegroom is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Foster of Fulton.
He graduated at South Fulton
High and has been in the Air
Force for four years.
The couple will be at home in
Mountain Home Air Force Base in
Idaho.

The matron • of honor won. a
SURGERY
pale blue dress, featuring a full
Robert Rucker, Fult(in Route 5,
skirt and fitted bodice trimmed
with matching lace. Her corsage had surgery Monday at the Obion
Gmnity General Hospital In Union
Wa, of white carnations.
City. His room number is 214.
11.!,. Forrest is a graduate of
Sooth, Fulton I l,h School: Mr.
'.. BACK FROM MEET
Forrezt graduated at Fulton High
Mrs..Tohn E. Bard, Mrs. Carbiand: iOtendol ITTMI3 arid Morrav
State College. Ile left August 13 lene Bolin. Mrs. Frances Bugg, and
for Fort Jackson. South Carolina, Mrs. Frank Wiggons have returnwhere he will take his basic ed from Jackson, where they at'training in the Army. His wife tended the School of Missions as
will join him following the basic delegates of the local Wesleyan
Service Guild.
training period.

LADIES DRESSES
REG. $6.99 and $5.99
SALE PRICE:

REG. $4.66 and $3.99
SALE PRICE:

$4.50 $3.00 $2.00
SLEEPWEAR
(BABY DOLL PAJAMAS, AND GOWNS)

BEG. $1.99
SALE! $1.59 or

REG. $2.50, $2.99
SALE PRICE

$2.00

nalkintilstores
LAKE STREET

Mrs. Patsy S. Rose
Weds Billy Berryhill
In Lovely Ceremony
The wedding vows of Mrs. Patsy
Smith Rose and Billy Ray Berryhill were read Saturday, August
11, at the Smith Street Church of
Christ by the minister, Harold
Neal.

Accompanying the couple were
their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas J. Smith of Fulton and
Mr. and Mrs. James Robert BerryAssisting at the reception were hill of Arlington.
Miss Nancy Bushart, Miss Ophelia
The bride wore a creation of
Speight, Miss Sue Moore, Miss
Sandra Williams and Miss Brenda gold peau de soie. featuring a
portrait neckline and three-quarOwens.
ter sleeves. A tiny veiled hat of
Late in the afternoon the young void velvet leaves and matching
couple left for their wedding trip. shoes completed the outfit.
Mrs. Lannom wore a two piece
The couple are now making
early fall suit of sapphire silk and
wool. She had matching acce- their home in Mayfield where Mr.
sories and wore a white orchid Berrytun 13 employed by General
corsage.
Tire and Rubber Company.

CLEARANCE
REG. $9.95
SALE PRICE:

88c
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Fugii crysanthemums and pompom crysanthemums and tapped
with a cluster of white wedding
bells. The tiered wedding cake
was also topped with white wedding bells. Silver candelabra were
at either side of the floral arrangement.

FINAL
•

in plaid or
solids. Rubberized to
shed rain. So roomy
too. Reg. $1.00.

School Bag

FULTON, KY.
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Mr. McBride by Mrs. Clyde Williams, Sr. who found it -among
the personal files of her husband.
the late Clyde Williams, who was
president of the bank for many
years. Mrs. Williams also rtported
that she found copies of every
financial statement issued by the
bank twice annually for the entire
time Mr. Williams was connected
with the bank.

(Contsnued from page one)
Talent Show were Susan Bard,
only one headlight."
Nan Myers. Louoella Puckett,
"There isn't any doubt that this
man Freeman, a former Fultcrnian. Susan Fozzard, Joan Taylor and
would be a wonderful world if
Carmen
Gardiner.
Out of town judges were Mrs.
minds would only swell as fast
Hoyt Hutcherson, Mrs. Corrie
Prizes were $10 for first place,
heads."
Beard and Mrs. A. G. Campbell, $5 for'second place and $2.50 for as
all of Dresc:::
The paper was brought in to the
third place. Each little participant
City National Bank and given to
Others participating in the also received a silver dollar.

DUET WINS—

(Continued from page one)

CONVICTS—
(c.norrued Porn

Chuck Pawlukiewicz
Returns To Fulton

page one)
The men told Mrs. Bard they
had walked all the way from the
Eddyville prison farm but whether
they walked along the highways
Chuck Pawlukiewiez, who was
or by railroad track was not seriously injured when lightening
learned. They spoke of crossing struck him at the Fulton Country
Kentucky Dam, she reported.
Club early this summer, was able
to come home last week from the
Baptist Hospital in Memphis.
Go To Church

He was brought to the Fultc
Hospital Wednesday afternoon at
then was taken to his home
Court Drive Sunday. He is in
proving steadily.
His mother, Mrs. Charles Pay
lukiewicz. who has been In Men
phis with him since the accide,
made the trip to Fulton in ti
ambulance with him.

SUPER RIGHT TOP QUALITY

PORK LOIN SALE!
7-RIB CUT

ROAST
USDA INSPECTED

READY TO SERVE

TURKEYS

HAMS
4 '299
BACON
An
n
Canned

(
84:bea
)
U3
39

Good

3, 1962

Ise
yhill
tony

Sliced

A

Lb. 09
0
Pkg. 7

4E5ncd)

Whole Loin
510
Rib Half
L., 470
Loin Half
570
PORK CHOPS
I
79
Lb

CENTER

FIRST

CUT.............Lb

CUTS

FRYING

C

LETTIICE
2
19c
CRISP -- FIRM
LARGE
HEADS

Lb. 3901

c

WHOLE
LB.

pie were
id Mrs.
Iton and
rt Berry-

making
There Mr.
Genel'al
my.

FIRM
GOLDEN LB.
1
RIPE
,

USDA INSPECTED TOP QUALITY

re. Patsy
y BerryAugust
hurch of
Harold

iation of
turing a
r'ee-quarid hat of
matching
it.

LB. 35
1

BANANAS

c

(CUT UP - SPLIT OR QUARTERED LB. 30c)

Kraft's :::::,Tiz.vs_____
Chop Suey tac,hz1=.320
ren
Coffee rr...:Hrgc-instent 7.,.. $1"
Sanka coffin":(
Crisc
3
3 75c
Spry
10½-Ox. 25g

22
C-con • 48C

Offi°9

Shortening
o (5c Ofe_

5-0z. 87ft
Jar

ti3zr1C

Shortening
(7c Off)

Lb.
con

•
DL. WL&

3-0z.
Pkg.

25 LL89c
US NO. 1 WHITE

JANE PARKER

Potato
Chips

efiNebgo)

Liquid en.

T

POTATOES

Twin
Pack

To.

EIght O'Clock

White Seedless

GRAPES .

39‘

CLIP VALUABLE COUPON BELOW

Pillsbury Hush Brown

POTATOES

'49

Donuts

9-0z.
Pkg.

139

Gold
Sugar
non

Reg.
Size

Adult
Mos

160z
Can

Condensed

Blue
Detergent

Bows

Vim

Is.

g.ut (11-0s.
Tablets

(Sc

Sc Count v9it
482..
-0 Pkg.

Off

Only

25c

WITH COUPON BELOW
AtrP Mowry 54)•

COUPON

tnn

PILLSBURY

Hash Brown Potatoes
9-0z.
Pkg.
GOOD

Large
c30
- 1114-0a. Tube

24_0zpkg.. 34
0

. Lb. 19c

STRAWBERRIES 3 Pls. $1.00

SAVI 6c

210
Beads0 Bleach_ 41g
Colgate
53g
,
1
37
Tz.th
Stripe
Tooth Paste
Pepsodent
53g
,
.. 7-z.$1'
Cleanser.( )2it.o. 27g Lustre Creme:L
Pepsodent
Pa mo iveSoaprz4 3.,41c
Tooth Brush
41g Swan ent( )2?,..55ft
69.
Wisk
59g
Salvo
All
Tablets
Rinso
270 Handy Andy fr 1::` 320
150L 340
Silver Dust
33c 4? rood
B
Stor
es
lestoil
Liquid
DOergent

49c

FRESH CALIFORNIA

a
lbx
. 59C

Raisin
Pie
So,

HONEY DEW MELONS

Only

25

f

With

Thle

Coupon

THRU SAT., AUG 25

COME SEE... YOU'LL SAVE AT A&P

F RE E!

A &P

FREE!

FROZEN FRENCH FRIES
One 9 oz. Pkg. 15c Value With Purchase of 2
Pounds or More of Super Right

Ground Beef Lb.49c with coupon

PRICES IN MS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT., AUG. 25

41 MAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY.

15-0z
Pkg.

reeze Detergent-

"
Bo
c e
t 37e)

Soaky

Florient

Ajax

LIQUID BATH
10-oz. L90
Bottle U

DEODORANT

CLEANSER

65° 1

COW set... YOWL SAYE AT A01,

71
:
71
FREE! E>
FREE!
A &P
A FROZEN FRENCH FRIED POTATOES
g One 9 oz. Pkg. 15c Val. with Purchase of 2
r1Pounds or More of Super Right

AMIRIC/I'S DEPINDMILI FOOD MIRINANT SINC1 HISS

B°: 65C

Off ) "I.
Can
(
1
1"

.
A
•
41
a-

2 7..: 31°

Vel Liquid
1

DETERGENT

ir. 35' :
2 :63°

Fab
1

GROUND BEEF Lb. ___ 49c
with coupon

In

DETERGENT

L.... 32,

1-Lb. 4-0s.
Pkg.

Void After Aug. 25

1.11.111k.
•

I
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Students Loans Al UK Given As Debts of Honor Without Interest

family, then they flew via jet
plane to Newport, Rhode Island,
Mrs. I.. T. Caldwell • where they visited their son,
A debt of honor to be repaid of oil as a dust layer and
preThe will provided that "all been repaid in full,
James Thomas and family. Mr. without interest.
but there is Since then they have been given
serve of macadam surfaces.
beneficiaries of this foundation no time
and
Mrs.
Donald
Joe
Welch
limit for repayment.
and
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell
Not
much
of
that
type
of
highby Fred ts, Wachs, Lexington
That
In
i
each case shall be pledged .to
is
nthe
terms for a loan
children returned here with them
Major Ellis started his work in
from an honor loan foundation at way improvement is used in this regard the amount of money furThe McConnell church of Christ for the week-end.
newspap
erman.
Fayette
County and later extendthe University of Kentucky to day and time. Now most roads nished him as a debt of honor
congregation met after services
ed his operation into the Eastern • Winner of
Mr. Owen T. Cook returned to provide
are
surfaced
with
concrete
or
without
the award this year
college
note
expense
or interest, to be re- states.
s for any
Sunday morning at the Fulton his home here Saturda
His interest in engineering was Samuel C.
y night af- graduate of a high school in
Berry, Jr., a graduFay- bituminous material. But it was paid by him to my trustee when- and his
City Park for a luncheon. There ter having been hospitali
friendship for the late F. ate of Lafayette
useful in its time.
zed in ette County who intends to
ever he is able to repay it, wholly
High School in
study
was an abundance of delicious the Illinois Central
Paul
Anderso
n, for many years 1958, who earned a
Hospital in engineering at U. K.
Since the earnings of this foun- or in part."
perfect standfood
and this occasion
was Chicago for several days.
dean of engineering at U. K., led ing during
dation became available, more
his first two years in
thoroughly enjoyed by all.
Regular students in the College him to set up the
The foundation, funds from
foundation.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
the
Thad
Parrish
College
'and
than
of
70
students
Engineer
have
used
ing.
it as of Engineering who meet all the
Miss Mary Clark of Chicago,
which became available in SepThe foundation gave rise to the
Illinois spent the week-end with sons, James Larry and -David tember ,1949, was established un- means of helping to finance their requirements may make applicaannual E. B. Ellis award. This
Cook,
vacation
are
ig
Alexanin
engineer
ing
educatio
n.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. O. 13.
tion for aid at any time during
$100 prize has been given for the
dria. Virginia, and other points der the will of the late Maj. ErnClark. •
The will provided that each re- their college career.
est B. Ellis, a successful road conpast 46 years to the graduating
of interest in that vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. George Kennedy of
cipient
of a loan from the foundaRecipients are selected by a engineering senior
tractor who pioneered in the use
Mrs. R. A. Jones and children of
with the highMartin visited her parents, Mr.
tion must be a male resident of commitee composed of the
judges est scholastic standing during his
and Mrs. Charley Gill'Saturday Oklahoma and-Mrs. Delia Jones of
Fayette County and in need of of the Fayette Circuit Court,
the
freshma
n and sophomore years.
All Milked; and Models
Fulton were visitors at the church
financial aid for his education. superintendent of Lexingt
light.
on city
One of the oldest awards at the
Mrs. Albert Markham III (nee of Christ Sunday morning. They
He must be eligible to enter the schools, and the dean of
•
the
U.
K.
university, it was first established
Lena Lou Moss) of Waco, T.2xaS formerly svorshiped here and their
MOTOROLA
freshman class in engineering at College of Engineering.
in 1916 by Tau Beta Pi, national
Sales and Service
,:isited her Mother," Mrs. Veneda many friends were happy to have
U. K. and pursue a regular course
No limit is placed on the amount
honorary
engineering
Wilson Moss and family and other them back.
•
society,
August is Sandwich Month — leading to a degree given by the for which an applicant may ap- which
provided funds for the first
..elatives last week. Her sister.
College of Engineering.
Litle LuAnn Boggess spent last and you'll
ply and at least one has been lent
find many sandwich
three awards. Major Ellis then
Mrs Alvaleen Sallee, thove her Thursday with her cousin, Little
He must at all times maintain $1,800 and three others
foods plentiful this month, accord$1,400 provided the
zo Memphis Saturday afternoon Debbie Drum of Martin. Brad
funds until his death
ing to Mrs. Letta Jasper, UK Ex- a standing satisfactory to the dean each. Many of the loans have ex- in 1923.
The late John G. Stoll
.vhere she returned to Waco via Itoggsks spent last Thursday with
ceeded $500. Some already have
tension specialist in consumer of engineering.
provided the funds until his death. Ill Lake St.
Phone 451
his eousin, Bobbie Gene Levister marketin
,et plane.
g.
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell, Miss Anna of Dresden.
I,ou Calthvell, Brad and LuAn
Featured in August for sand!loggess and Mr. R. D. Rudder,
wiches will be a wide array of
-pent Saturday fishing on KenGOOD NAMES
You'll. Say they're delicious!
cold meats .such as bologna, sa:ucky Lake.
lami, minced ham. summer sauWhen
efforts
Indians
of
to
capMr. and Mrs. Sam Welch
sage, jellied corn beef, pepperoni,
BEST MAN
'd to their home Friday ni.i:ht af- ture a fort in Lincoln County, Ky., pickle loaf, liver sausage ,tongue
dr/51T CUSTOM CFHAY/A,G A BESTmoiN Ar
ter having spent a two weekt failed, the stockade was named loaf, and many other selections.
WEDDING CEREMONIES DATES BACK 70 rbre
vacation with their children. Stancting Fort. Later the name You als,o can find eggs, cheese.
DAYS WNEW IT WAS NECESSARY 70PROTECT
rhey spent several days .10 St. , was contracted to Standford, fish, peanut butter, and combinaCELEBRANTS AGAWST THE
7345
Lake Street
Missouri visiting their dau- which is the present county seat. tions of vegetables and nuts for
Fulton, Ky.
RELATIVES WHO MIGHT
•
_liter. Mrs. Lionel LaFamme and
HAVE OEUECTE070
sandwich mixtures.
THE GROOM.
family; their son. Donald Joe and
Go To Church
Turkey is an August plentiful,
so you can plan menus around
of, '
4 •
turkey sandwiches and salads, as
well as the many regular ways to
serve this versatile bird. Broilerirn'R/TE
fryers and eggs will continue in
good supply, with prices near July
averages.

•McCONNELL NEWS

TV REPAIR

Sandwiches Featured
For Hot Days Ahead

Wade Television

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT

a

All cuts of beef are in good supply. Mrs. Jasper says chuck steaks,
round steaks and ground beef will
offer the most everyday economy.
Since surmises- demands are heavy
for steaks from the loin and rib
sections and for top round, prices
are somewhat higher on these
cuts. Although pork prices increase seasonaly
in summer.
prices on ham and bacon show
less increase than other pork cuts

4.SA WNW

ANCIENT BEAUTY
TREATMENT
veuEmrs Fahvo//IXiA

V

I.

80i0S

Jackson Purchase
Production Credit Assn.

7Z17'.

TOW IWOVE THAT COLD
CREAM WAS USEO8Y
EGYPT/AA/ELA
- 1/774-5
3000 YEARS AGO/

Fresh peaches, cantaloupe and
other melons,summer apples,avocados, grapes, blueberries, lemons,
plums, and nectarines are the
fruits that are in good supply during August.

111111. Num WED • 11110 0111 • as NW • WWI MU MIIt.MILIWO

EDUCATIONAL LOANS Can now
be made to
help a Boy or Girl get a College Education and
the
student will have ample time to repay the loan
after Graduation.

KEEP FREEDOM IN 14:711R FUTUREWITH U.S.SAVINGS BONDS

Tomatoes, snap beans, corn, cucumbers, cabbage, peppers, eggplant. squash, and Cobbler potatoes from local sources are at their •PIERCE STATION
peak of supply this month. You'll
Mrs. Chines Lowe •
also find good prices on celery,
carrots, lettuce ,radishes, and
The yearly Revi.al began Mongreen onions. .
day night at Johnsons Grove. Rev.
Fresh fish supplies are heavier Odis Shultz of Water Valley is
in August, too, Mrs. Jasper points tho speaker. The public is cordialout. Whitefish, catfish, cod, floun- ly invited.
Mrs. Maggie Cape is home from
der, fish sticks and portion fish,
perch. clams, and scallops are the the Baptist Hospital in Memphis
snit is doing line.
more economical choices.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lowe and
fanilly have returned from a
weik's visit with Joe R. Lowe in
Dallas, Texas.
David McCoulah is home from
Baptist Hospital in Memphis but
isn't doing 90 well.
Mrs. Kidd Hay and Mrs. Virginia
Has visited Mrs. Lottie Clark in
Ful'on one day last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Cunninghan and family of Paducah and
Mr and Mrs. Alton Smithson of
Ea.
,
. St. Louis are visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Bud Stem.
/Or. Harold Holland of Louisiana has returned to her home after s visit with relatives here and
in Fulton.

Well, She May Chase You, Too
It is amusing that the man who
scorns a woman's fear of a mouse,
is himself usually afraid of the
woman.

I

Any Farmer who is eligible for

PCA Credit may
sponsor any boy or girl interested in
getting a College Education.

Accurate
FOR

MORE

WORKMANSHIP

DETAILS

SEE

-

At Low Cost
Watches, Clocks and Time
Pieoes of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost
by—

JOHN P. WILSON
Field Off. Mgr.
Hickman, Ky.
Phone 2506

ANDREWS

WARREN BARD
Field Off. Mgr.
Clinton, Ky,
Phone OL-3-5161

Jewelry Company

).Co.ncrete gives taxpayers
rifling quality that lasts...
the National Road list
confirms it

ICY BEAUTY!
Delicate, wispy cirrus clouds
are ice crystals floating from four
to seven miles above earth. Because of the great altitude, cirrus
clouds often brilliantly reflect
red and yellow hues before sunrise and after sunset.

Picture of a Pontiac

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

• )00,,z
gyer

FIFIrgatr

5

VERY GOOD

IYARTIH-SEHOUR
1...230" 0u:side White
JUST

Picture Id. onipetitive car that holds its ‘altie better titan Pontiac

$4.95
CT
I A
per gallon
I„
Reg. $5.50 Gal.
Ilk,
0
• sass-to-areas •
toncei'•
"•
• s•lf-cleen
,ng

(i( you're got the idea that owning a Pontiac is
not only fun, but smart, you're right)
SEE YOUR Au

, u PONTIAC DEALER FOR A WIDE CHOR E Of WILL
TRACKS AND GOOD USED CARS. TOO

KING MOTOR CO. INC.
101 W. Slate

Line

S. Fulton, Tenn.

• lead-fres

I AVERAGE FINAL RATING Of RIDING QUALITY FOR ALL SURVIVING SECTIONS OF
CONCRETE
AND ASPHALT IN THE NATIONAL ROAD TEST

6000
FAIR
POOR
VERY POOR
0-

LOOP I

LOOP

• bright white
• on• coat covers

Como In today! Get quality
Martin-Senour "3000” Outside White
House Paint at

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
Phone 35
Church Street
Fulton

Out of the recent $27 million National Road
Test comes significant new information on
pavement performance.
Sponsored by the American Association
of
State Highway Officials, this road test was
the most scientific ever conducted.
Side by side on 5 loops near Ottawa, Illinois, concrete and asphalt test sections
carried the same truck traffic for two years After
the impact of more than 1,100,000 loads, the

LOOP•

surviving concrete shill averaged "very good,"
while most of the surviving asphalt averaged
"fair." Here is further evidence that conciete
can give taxpayers long-range riding conftort
and lower upkeep costs for their new streets,
roads and highways.

Pordand CementAssociation
.05
Commonwealth lotiding, Louisville 2, Kentucky

4 x•flunal orpaxlmatiow to totpr000 awl mums am woo at wwris•

I

Farm News, Meetings, Events
yen
ton

ear
du in
rid in
now

have found that burning destroys
the few desirable plants left and
makes the conditions even better
for broomsedge. Here are four
rules for broomsedge control: 1.
Do not overgraze, 2. Clip pastures
to keep weeds seeding. 3. Topdress according to soil test, 4. If
clovers fade from your pasture
mixture, reseed in the grass sod.

'Doom
ars de
7eve4se

(Ed's note: the following intormation, supplicd THE NEWS
by the USDA, ASC, nearby County Agents and agricultural
agencies u ill be o/ .peewl interest to progressive tamers in the
hen-Tenn area):
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT
OF AGRICULTURE
Agriculture Stabilization and
Conservation Service

packing 9500 million in glass con$80 million in aluminum
foil, $360 million worth of paperboxes. $407 million of cardboard
boxes, $325 million- of flexible
packaging, $225 `nillion of wood
containers, $100 million in shipping tags, $140 million of 'lids'
and $600 million in sanitary food
board containers.
A progressive industry, agricultural output has increased 50 percent in 20 years. Farm assets
have increased 300 percent since
1940. The average farm size increased 20 percent from 1954 to
1960 (242 acres to 302 acres) One
farmer in the United States pro-

tainers,
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duces enough food for himself and
24 others. In India and China 80
percent of the work force is needed to provide the food supply
alone which is very inadeou rte
for the need.

cent in productivity.
The output of inte acre in ever
6 acres of harvested cropland
exported. We exported $4.5 mil
lion of agricultural products ii
1960 and imported $4e million 0
agricultural peelutte The import
include such items as meats $30
million, sugar $500 million. oil
$170 million, tobacco $115 millior
wool $100 million, fruits $83 mil
lion, vegetables $7 million, grai.
$61 million, etc., • pills some $
bill ion worth of 1,
we: Ti'
grown in the United

bility
requirements,
soybeans
must grade No. 4 or better and
Crop production here in the
must contain not more than 14
United States was 58 percent
percent moisture.
HOW BIG OUR AGRICULTURE
greater per acre in 1960 than in
The Chairman reminded growValk AM PRYOR
1920, and animal output per
The 1963-crop national allotAgricult
ure
is
the
biggest
ers that, to be eligible for sup- Opesiled egemee
buyelaiad BOW
breeding animal was 81 percent
ment of 55 million acres for the
er, seller, borrower, exporter,
under the 1962 operation,
port
greater. Productivity per farm
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LIBBY'S 5 - 4 oz. ean
KELLI 'TN
10 oz. can
The penalty rate on "excess" stabling under the Stadium and minate broodsedge.
$1.5 billion in fertilizers, 24 bilwheat under controlling legisla- the outside working ring . . . are
Research and experimentation lion kwh of electricity, and enough
tion will be 45 percent of the most appealing to exhibitors who from all the area exclaim that rubber to "tire" 6 million autoparity price for wheat as of May covet a "blue" won at the Ken- burning is not the answer. They in
Q
1010
.
pbiles. Agriculture uses for food
1, 1963. The excess bushelage on tucky show.
which the penalty will be deterThe schedule of cla
-guaranmined will be the normal produc- tees a championship every night
tion on the acres in excess of the with the important stakes set for
Os. cat
allotment.
Saturday evening, Sept. 15. The
If marketing quotas are disap- new starting time each night is
proved, there will be no restric- 7:30 PM with free performances
tions on wheat market ings. Acre- on Sept. 12 at 1:30 P. M. and 1
age allotments will remain in ef- P. M. Sept. 14 and 15.
SNAP
fect as a condition of eligibility
Among the special attractions
TENDER
for price support at the 50-per- slated for this year's show are
cent-of-parity rate required by the exciting Victor Shetland Pony
STRINGLESS
law if quotas are disapproved.
Hitch, featuring a miniature anUnder quotas ,the national aver- tique steam fire engine pumper
age support price for wheat pulled by the six spirited ponies;
.„„
would not be less than $1.82 per the dazzling Roman tandem ride
bushel, reflecting 75 percent of of Miss Elaine Kramer, an attracBI.I'F. RIBBON
4c Of I"
NEW CROP 1'1 ERTO RICA•
the estimated parity price for tion at major show arenas across
wheat as of the beginning of the the country; and the music of
1963-64 marketing year.
Johnny Burkarth and his orchesChairman Seals said that wheat tra and organist Jimmy RichardKITCHEN KRAFT
2 - 300 SIZE CAN
3 I OR
producers will be informed of the son.
acreage allotments for their farms
in advance of the July 24 wheat
ROSEDALE
quota referendum.
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State Fair Horse
Show Expected To
Be Finest Ever

GROUND BEEF 49c lb.'

PORK CHOPS

49cl

PORK ROAST

43c

BACON _ __ Lb. 49c

rnG-

TIAIU
FOOD STORES

c
A
C
L
H
U
B
C
K
Null ,

BOLOGNA

Lb. 33c

THE

VIENNA SAUSAGE $1.00 PORK BAR.BECUE 49c
PAPER 4PLATES 29c HONEY GRAHAMS 37c
BLACK PEPPER 49c ICE CREAM 1-2 Gal. 59c

Green deans LB•

0

••

1962 SOYBEAN COUNTY
SUPPORT RATE SET
Prices for 1962-crop soybeans in
Fulton County will be supported
at $2.24 per bushel for soybeans
grading No. 2 and containing from
13.8 to 14.0 percent moisture, Roy
Bard, Chairman,
Agricultural
Stabilizatio nand
Conservation
County
Committee, announced
today. The schedule of premiums
and discounts for the 1982 program is the same as for 1961.
In order to meet minimum eligi-

TISSUE 4 Rolls 35c YAMS
Lb. 10c
BLACKEYE PEAS 29c CANTALOUPES
89c
WHOLE, DILL, OR KOSHER DILL PICKLES 25c

Stove Leak
Leads To Run
Of Service Calls

Glenfield - When Miss Ada
Scott phoned to report a leak in
her stove, she didn't know what
was in store.
In one month 19 gasmen called
on her before the damage was
repaired. Two weeks later a 20th
called to apologize for the previous 19.
The Gas Board began an investigation.

'Z.

CHASE & SANBORN

fFEE

l -.them States Seeds are selected for their
ability to produce more tons of hay or grain
per acre-more feed from a bushel of seed.

Certified Atlantic Alfalfa....$67.00
Certified Buffalo Alfalfa. . .$65.00 PERCH FILLETS 89c
White Dutch Clover . . . $74.00 FISH STICKS
$1.00
Certified Ladino Clover . . $86.00
Red Top(Herds grass) . . $32.00 LIMA BEANS
49c
Orchard Grass .
LIBBY'S
Red Clover . .
$37.
2.01
BOOTH'S

BOOTIES

BOYD WILSON, weer of the
45,000.acre FA.'ON VA1 ES RANCH,
27 miles north of lu.sun. Arizona, says,
3

90 Proof

ret., $1.55

4161-

Yellowstone
The Greatest American Whiskey

KENTUGAY STRAIGHT BOURBON, 90 & 100 [ROOF BOTTLED I.
ppti HT& PITIED BY YELLOWSTONE DISTILLERY CO., LOUISNILLE-T,'..'.

RO. BY.

39c

3 - S oz. Pkr.

2 - 303 CAN

:41t:!

I II ISE A SANDBORN

COFFEE

Lb. 39c

With This Coupon and 95.00-Additional
Purchase of Groceries. Excluding Tebaccos. Coupon Expires - SAT. NITY
A l'G. 25th.

2- 14 oz. BOTTLE

Also other clovers, grasses and fertilizer for every need!

2 PL
MELLOW-MASH

LB.

2 - LB.

GREEN - LIBBY'S

"TflAT`NO BITE1

WITH COUPON

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE

Phone 399

S. Fulton

NI Central Ave.

YOUR*SOUTHERN STATES 0:110PERATiVI SERVICE AGENCY

TOMATO 11C
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VETERANS
CORNER

THE

APPROACH

TO PERFECT

COMFORT

WHY NOT?
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Jockey With A Future

Alabama Brilliant
•

KASNOW'S

CITY COAL CO.

NOTICE!

The recently enacted legislation requiring all school children to
be immunized for (a) diphtheria,(b) Tetanus (c) poliomyelitis -and
(d) Smallpox will be rigidly enforced for all entering first grade students beginning Aug. 23, 1962 in the Fulton City Schools. Just as
quickly as possible all the remaining grades will be required to have
these four shots during the school year. First grade teachers will not
accept students without the required certificate signed by the family
doctor or some doctor. Doctors might give the local health nurse permission to sign for him and affix her initials to the signature.

FORCED TO VACATE!

EQUIPMENT, IT WILL
EF YOU NEED ANY OF THIS
RE YOU BUY ELSEBEFO
PRICE
PAY TO COME GET OUR

a

WHERE:
Self-propelled combine
hay baler

Lime sower
used tractors

Rake

Cultipackers
Breaking plow

Corn snapper
Disc harrows

Scraper

Paul Nailling Implement Co.
314 Walnut St.

Phone 16, Fulton

W. L. HOLLAND,Supt.

In A IMIL2A
1.~ &PAW

HOW COME?
a,
Then there's tentative amnesi
wona condition suffered while
carrying
dering how come you're
gas
matches that advertise Joe's
re,
and chili station in Ardmo
Oklahoma.
Go To Church

KASNOW'S
WEEK - END SPECIALS
$2.98 to $3.98 YARD VALUE WOOL
REMNANTS 2 TO 5 YARD PIECES—
FLANELS—CREPES—DUBLE KNIT

1.98

$2.49 Yard Wool Skirt Lengths $1.98
79c To 98c Drip Dry Prints 2Yds.$1.
2Pair $1.
Seamless Hose

News From Our
Boys In The

Commonwealth of Kentucky

SERVICE
FORT BRAGG, N. C.—Cadet
.
Roy S. Logan, whose wife, Phyllis
Ky.,
lives at 1405 Main, Murray,
completed six weeks of training
at the Reserve Officer Training
Corps (ROTC) summer camp at
Fort Bragg, N. C., Aug. 3.
Cadet Logan, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Paul R. Logan. Route 1, Hickman, is a 1962 graduate of Murray State College.
Be is a 1956 graduate of Woodland Mills (Tenn.) High School.
FORT BRAGG, N. C.—Cadet
Glynn R. Bradley, 21, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert R. Bradley, 204
Sunset Drive, Fulton, Ky.. completed six weeks of training at
Officer Training
the Reserve
Corps, R(OTC) summer camp at
Fort Bragg, N. C., Aug. 3.
Cadet Bradley is active in the
ROTC program at Murray State
College. A member of Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity and of Scabbard
and Blade society, he was graduated from Fulton City High
School in 1959.
NUMBER TWO!
second - to
Kentucky ranks
North Carolina in the nation in
the production of all types of tobacco, the Kentucky Department
of Agriculture reports.

IMMUNIZATION CERTIFICATE
(Required of each child for enrollment in public or private school.)
SEE INSTRITTIONS ON BACK OF THE SHEET
Child's Name
Date of Birth:
Name of Parents of Guardian:
Address:
CERTIFICATE OF PHYSICIAN:
that the above named child has, hi my proThis is to cert4fy that as of the date Indicated below
e checked below:
diseas
the
t
agabis
ized
Inunun
been
n,
opinio
al
fession

( ) TETANUS

( ) DIPHTHERIA
) POLIOMYELITIS
Signature of Physician
Address'

( 1 SMALLPDX
Date:
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R. F. Brownlow

Earl Rice

DEATHS

Earl Rice, native of Fulton, died
Saturday night, August 18, at his
home in Springfield, Missouri, according to word received by relatives in Fulton.
Survivors include his wife, a
daughter, a brother, Edwin C.
Rice of Springfield and Mrs. J. G.
Connolly of Memphis.
Funeral servcies were at 2 p.
m. Monday at Springfield, with interment there.

Larry Gene Hutson
Larry Gene Hutson, 21, Mayfield, was killed in a hunting accident early Saturday, August 18,
near his father's farm west of
Mayfield.

Wilford Hutson, his father, became alarmed when his son did
not return from hunting squirrels
at 8 a. m. lie started searching and
found his son's body on an adjoining farm near a fence. The
victim had been shot in the head
Mrs. Essie Neely Burrough, a
with a .12 gauge double-barrel native of Water Valley, died
shotgun.
August 14 in Birmingham, Ala.,
and was buried in the Bardwell
Graves County Coroner Coy cemetery
Thursday.
Drew ruled the death accidental.
Mr. and Mrs. Burroughs have
Authorities said Hutson had resided in Greenville, Miss., where
apparently been sitting by a he was a telegraph operator for
fence and the gun discharged the Illinois Central Railroad
Company, until his retirement
when he got up.
about two years ago when they
at
MaThe victim was a welder
moved to Birmingham to be near
Paducah.
rine Ways,
his two sons.
Bertes, Hugh and Oliver Pigue
Besides his parents, young Hutson is survived by his wife, Mrs. and Mrs. Margaret Winsett are
cousins of the deceased.
Susie Mae Hutson.

Mrs.Essie N.Burrough

L. C. (DOC) ADAMS

@Howe
Fine Liquors

For

US 45-51 By Pass Highlands - Fulton

Lee Gilbert

fiAPPY BIRTHDAY
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R. F. Brownlow, longtime resiEzekiel Lee Gilbert, 54, Water
from Graves County.
dent of Union City, and father of Valley resident, died at the BapThe First Judicial District inThe News wishes to extend
died
Mrs. Glenn Weatherspoon,
in tist hospital in Memphis Wednes- birthday greetings to the followcludes five counties—Graves, Bal
Los Angeles Thursday. August 18. day, August 15, at 1 P. M. He was ing persons this week:
lard, Carlisle, Fulton and Hick
He was 61, and had moved to Los admitted to the hospital, following
man.
Angeles about a month ago.
an accident in which a cow butAugust 23: Barbara Smith, Bobted
him,
throwing
him
against the by Logan, Carolyn Roberts, Mrs.
Mr. Brownlow, who had underSALT' STATE!
taken a number of enterprises in wall of a stall in the barn, late Claude Williams; August 24: TerTuesday.
His
neck
was
dislocated esa Jane Fields. Mrs. Pete Green,
Union City, had just become the
Tipton
Reed,
Mayfield
attorney,
Daniel Boone was captured 1:
manager of the Alexandria Motel by the blow and paralysis result- Jamie Stallins; August 25: Hazel said last week that he plants to Indians while making
salt at liow
Dalton, Judy Speight, Lucille
on North Figueroa street in L.os ed.
run against Harry J. Roberts for er Blue Licks. Kentucky contidue.
Angeles.
He was born June 30, 1908 in Luther, Mrs. James McDade, Mrs. Commonwealth's Attorney of the as a major salt producer until th.
Before leaving for Los Angeles, Graves County, Kentucky. the B. J. Russell; August 26: Mrs. First Judicial District.
Civil War.
where his daughter, Mrs. Glenn son of the late Rohlac and Mary Dudly Meacham, H. N. Strong, Dr.
Roberts,
a
resident
of
near
ClinThomas
Callahan,
Ruby
Maynard,
Weatherspoon, makes her home, B. Dublin Gilbert.
ton, announced several weeks ago
he and Mrs. Brownlow had manHe was employed by Donald Mrs. Ben Schwerdt, Dianne Cle- that he will seek re-election to the
aged Pat's Motel on the Fulton- Duck Juice' Company in Lake ment.
post. The election will be in May,
Union City highway.
August 27: Mike Williams, Sue
Wales, Fla., for a number of years
Mr. Brownlow was born south- and operated several service sta- Jewell Sanders, Mrs. Frank Gibbs, 1963.
Reed, 43, is a native of Clear
west of Kenton, the son of the late tions in this area. For the past Mrs. Frank Cole, Dudley Morris,
Lon Edward and Ella Brownlow. two years he had been env/toyed Doyle C. Frields; August 28: Mrs. Springs area of Graves County.
He is the son of Mrs. Murphy
He received his early education in by George Lawrence on his farm Ada Finch, Mrs. Clara Lamb, WalReed. His father, now deceased,
the Morella school in that neigh- near Water Valley, where the fa- lace Shankle, Jr.. Bonnie Cumserved a term as sheriff of Graves
borhood and had farmed before tal accident occurred.
mings, Mrs. Charles Lancaster, County in the mid 1940's.
moving to Union City just before
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Hardy Hester; August 29: Eddie
During World War II Reed was
World War II. In Union City he Annie Mae Perry Gilbert; a son, Moore, Wesley Harper, Betty
a pilot in the Army Air Force. He
was first employed at the Brown Charles Roe Gilbert, who is in the Gregory Binford, Mrs. Jimmy
is a graduate of Murray State ColShoe factory and then went into Air Force; two brothers, West- Barry, R. E. Pierce, Mrs. William
lege and of the University of
the scrap iron business establish- wood Gilbert of Fulton, Route 3, Smith.
Kentucky Law School class of TO HELP PROTECT
ing the Brownlow Auto parts firm and a nephew and two nieces.
1955.
THE "PRIME OF LIFE"
which he later sold to Isadore
He was a member of the WaAfter his graduation, he reRubenstein. He later established ter Valley Methodist Church,
You've boss hoping for a for,
turned to Mayfield and joined the
mule like this— with extra poanother auto parts firm on the where funeral services were held
law firm of the late F. B. Martin
tency to support a positive sense
Fulton highway. He later became Saturday at 2 P. M. Rev W. B.
and
Sam
Boyd
Neeley,
which
subww1I-being and mental alertof
a salesman for the Charlie Jack- Bishop officiated. Interment by
ness. It provides important liposequently changed its name to
son Motor Co.
Whitnel Funeral Home was in
tropes, as well u the more comMartin, Neely and Reed.
He was a member of the First Camp Beauregard cemetery.
plete vitamin-mineral protection
He
served
two
terms
in
the
Kentucky is entirely in the
Baptist church and had served
desirable for th• mature adult.
Active pallbearers were: Boone
state
legislature
as
representative
as a Sunday school teacher for a Bennett, Jonah Bennett, Ed Rob- clear In regard to the drug, thalinumber of years.
erts, Milford Jobe, Warren John- domide, which has been blamed
FEET ACHE. ITCH?
fort housands of birth deformities
Mr. Brownlow is survived by son and Claude Owen.
in Europe.
his wife, the former Fay Laster
1-4 of all 10011. bones are In the feet. No
of Dresden; his daughter, Mrs.
they ache. swell. perspire. Itch.
Dr. Russell Teague, state health
Bathe feet twice daily with T-4-L Sole.
Weatherspoon, four half-brothers,
commissioner, said last week that lion for relief of the BY bon. 641 Joint.;
John F. Brownlow of the Sunny41 doctors in Kentucky had re- Plus Hutment'. Curbs athlete's foot. too
(sloughs oft Infection — wateh he•Itlo
side community, Rube Brownlow
ceived samples of the drug for skin replete
Sr your 45e back at any
Robert
C.
Warren.
45,
of
Lynnof Rutherford, Eddie B. Browndrus store If not pleased IN ONE HOCH
clinical
testing.
ville,.
Route
1,
died
at
the
FullerTODAY
AT
ALL
DRUG STORES.
low -Of Muskegon, Mich., Max
"Every speck has been traced
408 Lake Phones 70-428
Brownlow of Perth Amby, N. J. Gilliam hospital, Mayfield at 7
sent
destroyed
or
back,'
down,
arid two half-sisters, Mrs. Ann a. m. Sunday, August 19, after a
on
work
Teague
said
in
reporting
Wuehr, of Port Arthur, Tex., and long illness. He was born in Graves County, of federal Investigators.
Mrs. Dorothy Mareno, of Buffalo,
Kentucky, November 16, 1916. the
N.Y.
son of the late John and Ethel
Gargus Warren. He was a farmer
and an employe of Merit Clothing
Company.
Lisa Carol Hicks, 15-day old
Survivors include his wife. Andaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy nie Pearl. Warren :three sons, J.
Gov. Bert Combs has extended
Hicks, Fulton, Route 1, died at 2 C. Warren of Boydsville and Herp. m. Friday, August 17, at the man and Gale Warren of Lynn- to Aug. 31 the deadline for filing
veterans
Fulton hospital. She was born ville, Route 1; two grandchildren; applications for the
August 2, 1962.
four brothers, William Warren of bonus. His executive order apServices were held at Mt. Zion Tiptonville, Jim Warren of Duke- plies "to any eligible person who
Cumberland Presbyterian Church dom; John Warren of Lynnville, can show good cause why his apSunday at 2 p. m., with Rev. and Bishop Warren of Mayfield; plication has not heretofore been
George Krieg officiating. Inter- five sisters. Mrs. Carnell Wilson filed." The deadline was June 30.
ment by Hornbeak Funeral Home and Mrs. Eddie Bushart of Fulton,
Kentucky Adj. Gen. Arthur Y.
was in Mt. Zion cemetery.
Mrs. Elbert Yates of Water Val- Lloyd, administrator of the vetSurvivors include her parents; ley, Mrs. Gobel Crittendon and erans bonus, explained that "dea sister, Tamie Hicks, her grand- Mrs. Charles Walker of Mayfield. spite the wide publicity accorded
parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
He was a member of Rhodes Kentucky's veterans bonus, we
Hicks, Fulton, Route 1, Mr. and Chapel Missionary Baptist Church have received recently numerous
Mrs. J. C. Pillow, Water Valley, where services were held at 2 applications and inquiries from
Route 1; Greet grandparents, Mr. p. m. Monday with Bro. Clovis persons who had just heard about
/DRAM WALKER & SONS. INC., PEORIA. ILL.86 PROOF
and Mrs. Also Hicks, Fulton, Raven officiating. Interment by it.
Route 1. Claude Williams, Fulton, Jackson Brothers of Dukedom was
He added that 158 applications
Mr. and Mrs. Claudie Pillow, Win- in the Rhodes Cemetery.
had been received since June 30.
go, Route 1, Mr. and Mrs James
W. Mullins, Wingo, Route 1; and
a great great grandmother, Mrs.
Maggie Crutchfield, Fulton.

Tipton Reed To
Oppose Roberts
In Attorney Race

Tor the
.GOLDEN YEAR S

art,( 40

Kentucky Free
Of Thalidomide
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capsules

Robert C. Warren

CITY DRUG CO.
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Combs Extends Time
For Bonus Filing

REWARD!
Enjoy the true
bourbon taste
of
Hiram Walker's

r

HEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIES, INC
Buohlown. Nelson County, Itentutly

a

NOW'S

ve
Lot

1 THE TIME
CHEVROLET DEL %IR 1-DOOR SEDAN

mean fu n 'for 40u fo

...for a
once-a-year buy
on just the one
YOU want!

dm life

of ikeSe shoes

CHF.VY-ITNOVA (DOOR STATION WARON

"CAllpromwes" ... sew

new

Cetting ready for a vacation
trip couldn't be easier: just pick
a Chevrolet, pack your family
and go. And that first part is
easiest of all with what your
Chevrolet dealer has to pick
from.The Jet-smooth Chevrolet,
America's favorite family car,
with a ride that only seems
expensive; the Chevy II, about
as lively and luxurious as you
can get for a low, low price; the
sporty Corvair, a rear-engine
beauty that just refuses to be
run-of-the-mill. One of these
-1-doors (or a two-door for that
matter) is sure to fit your family and budget just fine. So—
okay—what are you waiting for?

light-

weight year roved shoe. Designed
especially for the active set of
yang women who demand comfort
amid earefvese

per/ammo.

along

with up-so-the-rninut• smart styling.
That pigskin feel and soft crepe sole
ere 00o . .

CHEVY II NOV $, (DOOR SEDAN

so comfortakyht.

$5.98

•

EORVAIR MONZA CDOOR SEDSN

See the Jet-smooth Chevrolet, Chevy H and Corvair at your local authorized Chevrolet ecaler's

:
K A.Homra's Department Store
312

PHONE 152

TAYLOR CHEVROLET
:
- BUICK, INC.
104 East Fourth StreetPhone.38

I NOW HAVE an office at 204
Main Street, telephone 117, for
insurance and policy service.
State Farm Insurance; Louise
Wry.

FOR SALE: 8-room house at
213 Broadway. Can be used for
residence or good commercial site.
Call Mr. Adams at 1348. This is a
good buy.

3 Piece Bath Set,
$105.00
A Grade, complete
$ 49.95
30 Gal. Elec. Water Heater
_ $ 59.95
40 Gal. Elec. Water Heater
30 Gal. Elec. Table Top
$ 75.00
Glass Line _
30 Gal. Gas Water Heater 100 percent
$ 57.50
Safe Glass- Lined

HOSPITAL NEWS

CLASSIFIED ADS

FOR RENT: Floor sanding maThe following persons were
chine and electric floor polisher
and electric vacuum cleaners. Ex- patients in the three Fulton hospitals on Wednesday morning.
change Furniture Co.
FULTON HOSPITAL
WANTED: A woman to live in
Louis Burke, Mrs. J. W. Cavenhome with elderly lady. Salary,
room and board. Call 2841, Cayce, dar, Fulton Route 3; Marvin Davis,
Mrs. Jack Underwood, C. C. HanKy.
cock, Fulton Route 1; Mrs. Vodie
WANTED: A good used grand Jackson, Fulton Route 5; Mrs. Joe
piano; will pay cash. Paul West- Fuller, Mrs. Maude Joiner, Fulpheling, phone 470 or 1255.
ton Route 4; Mrs. Goldie Bonds,
Heathcock,
DO YOU HAVE an old car Fulton Route 2; Ellis
Henderson, Mrs.
(1935 or older) stored in your Mrs. Brooks
Mrs. R. L. Clark,
barn or around your place? Re- Frank Barber,
gardless of its condition, it can be H. H. Perce, Oliver Cash, Mrs.
sold for cash if it can be made to Horace Stephens, all of Fulton;
run. If you have an old car or Mrs. John Fleming, Hickman. Rt.
know someone who has, phone the 4; Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Evans,
News office for further informa-'Union City; Betty and Janice
Robertson, Crutchfield; Mrs. M. L.
tion.
Crooks, Mrs. Arthur Seay, Clinton
Route 1; Jeff Nichols, Clinton
Route 2; Ludella McKenzie, Water Valley Route 2; Richard
Wright, Columbus; Mrs. Jessie
For The
Hedge, Dukedom; Mr. and Mrs.
Hobart Stafford, Dresden, Route
4; Mrs. Sam Woodscn, Water Valley.

BEST

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE

CAMPBELL'S PLUMBING SHOP

Happy Day Laundrette
(We Never Close)

Furniture Cornaany

TV ANTENNAS: We install —
Trade-repair and move. Get our
prices. We service all makes TV.
Phone 307. Roper Television.
DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

JOIN THE PARADE; BEAT
THE HEAT; WASH AT
Happy Day Laundrette Today!

HEATER
• glass lined — cleaner water,
longer life
• full 10-year warranty
• fast recovery action
• 36,000 BTU b
• thick fiberglass insulation
• A.G.A. approved
• natural or LP gas — sam•
outstanding low price
Check features, compare price—here's
your best water heater buy by for!
Glass lining is fused fast to extra.
heavy, copper bearing steel tank.
And, inside the tank welding adds
final, ultimate protection against rust.
(cloy crystol-deor hot water throughout the long life of the tank. Generous fiberglass insulation assures
'ugher temperatures over a longer
period — cuts fuel bills. 100% automatic thermostat. A terrific valued

just $6 down

Phone 61

''arn Loans
Conventionai Loans
FHA Loans

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers

HALLMARK greeting Card9
RYTEX "Personalized"
Stationery

Scott's Floral Shoppe

WADE

Phone 20-J
Fulton
NITES and SUNDAYS' PHONE
20-R or 247

Fthiton. Ky.

All types of Insurance

SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL

q4TOAR/40
'
e.,.
THE GIRL IN THE

Phone 408

Fulton, Hy.

SOUTHERN AIRWAYS
TUrner 5-9121
phone (UC)
Daily Schedule
DC-3 service from Union City
Lv 9:44 p. rn.
To Memphis
Lv 2:19 p. m.
To Nashville

"That Naughty Girl"
AND

"Her Bridal Night"

VEAL STEAKS, Lb. _

FLOUR

NOW THRU SATURDAY
MGM

GO FOR
BROKE!
,
.-in
"Silo°tTh

.

TAG=AAAkill
GOES TO
Ntw' LINE MASCC1.t

79c

79c RAT TRAP CHEESE Lb. _ 69c
79c

COUNTRY CURED. SLICED FREE

79c BACON, Lb.

49c

ARGO ALL GREEN, 303 CAN

FLAKO OR SPRY

SUGAR

10c

NORTH SHORE ALASKA PINK

Pound Can _—_ 59c

$1.49 SALMON

3 - LB. CAN SHORTENINGG

SOUTHERN

2 1-2

CAN IN HEAVY SYRUP

59c PEACHES 5 Cans for _
HENDERSON,
CANE
10 - LB. BAG

$1.00

89c

PIES 3 For -

IDE
Lb. _ _

BANANAS

NO LIMIT! DELICIOUS

$1.00 HAM SANDWICHES

10c

29c

LARGE
PACKAGE
GOLDEN DELICIOUS

29c APPLES 2 Lbs. for

29c

RED DELICIOUS

19c PLUMS Lb. _

39c

FLORIDA SWEET

Lb.

YORK COOKING

APPLES Lb.

10c ORANGES Dozen

59c

110T DAILY! BARBECUE PORK, BEEF

19c MUTTON, RIBS AND CHICKEN

INDIA

Mr 1 HOCIXOR,

CHICKEN
Prices good thru Sat. Aug.
BY THE PIECE!
right
59c 25th. We reserve the
Breasts Lb.
Legs Lb.
49c to limit.
49c We Cash Payroll Checks
Thighs Lb.
33c
Wings Lb.
10c Acres of FREE Parking
Necks Lb.
19c
Backs Lb.

STARTS SUNDAY

orks1

AN M G M PICTURE

YAM API

%

PIG FEET Lb. 19c
PIG EARS Lb. 19c
PIG SNOOTS lb. 19c
PIG TAILS Lb. 19c
PIG MAWS Lb. 19c
NECK BONE lb. 19c

1111:
0• MIMEMINIIMMENINI

14

A TRULY GREAT MOTION PICTURE,
Mr M

Fulton Hardware & Furniture Co. PATTLEGROU .
, ..,....vm rmstm •
Phone 1
208 Lake Street
ON l'
NrAifl !liChihrti Crnv:

PIGGLY WIGGLY
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TRADE WINDS 10 - OR. PKG.

ORANGE JUICE, 6 Cans For 79c FISH STICKS, 3 Pkgs _ _ $1.00
TIP-TOP 6 - OR. CAN
MARY MAESTRI (Serves 4)
FROZEN LEMONADE
10c SPAGHETTI
$1.59

GOLDEN RIPE

DOI LE FEATURE

$1.29 RIB STEAKS Lb.

ayonnaise QUART 39c

PASCAL CELERY

12

SUN - TUE. AUG. 26 - 28

WED - THUR. AUG. 29 - 30

69c

KRAFT

I ARGF STALK

BRIDGETTE BARDOT

• WiltilliA0P,

$1.59 CHUCK STEAK, Lb.

MINUTE STEAKS, Lb. _ $1.09 STEAKETTES Lb.

PEACHES

All Staring

'Gone With The Wind'

SWIFT'S PROTEN

BEEF

SWIFT'S PROTEN

LARGE CALIFORNIA ELBERTA

PHONE

LB.

OLD FASHIONED

DELICIOUS

SWISS MISS FROZEN

.4.m........4.._ _..,
ALso

nor.

BACON PIECES

SEALDSWEET 6 - OZ. CAN

422 Lake St.

-..

WHOLE

SWIFT'S PROTEN ROLLED

PILLSBURY 25 - LB. BAG

"Covering everything"

..—

STEAKS Lb.

LADY ALICE, 1-2 GAL CARTONS

Dewey Johnson
*DRIVE11
-4

FRI. - SAT AUG. 24 - 25
—TRIPLE FEATURE-

A

BONELESS DELMONICO

USDA INSPECTED

ICE MILK, 3 FOR _____ $1.00 FANCY LIMA BEANS _

FURN. CO. -

'hone

...We'll see ya at

1:1

RIB ROAST, Lb.

RENT • • • -

WE

For Every Occasion

7:: .

Bach./

SWIFT PROTEN ROLLED

—The very best selection of real
estate for sale at all times!

FLOWERS

,

$59.95

CHARLES W BURROW

TRANSFER CO.

AARDWARE

30-gallon gas
hot water

— see —

i

GILLUM

Aki:
gpeciai

When It's

Real Estate in Fulton

309 Walnut

For your Convenience, we now have coin-operated
hair dryers: an Attendent is on Duty

.. c,4twv
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your gracious interest in us, the employees of Piggly

5 - 1.11. BOX

555 FULTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.

Martin Highway next to Piggly Wiggly
Big Capacity Machines and Dryers
Plus a Sclf Service Dry Cleaning Department I
Open 7:30 A. M. to 9:00 P. M.

'TRANSFERRED
Mrs. W. L. Joyner was transfer- ARTIFICIAL BREEDING
red to the Baptist Hospital in
Memphis Saturday from the FulThe bull of your choice with
ton Hospital. Her room number frown semen. Curtiss offers a
is 1033.
line-breeding program featuring
proven sires, cow families, and
profitable bloodlines. For prompt,
TROUBLE?
efficient service, call: Curtis
We can't keep you out of it
Breeding Service, Inc.
our
Low
on
•
of
but with
payment plan
Richard E. Fuqua, Technician
Cost, three
AUTOMOBILE POLICIES.
We can be at your side
John W Miller, Distributor.
Immediately.
Phone: Martin, Tenn. Collect,
Our Adjuster c"rries His
Check Book!
587-6192
Wick Smith Agency
587-1084
24 Hour Service
587-8202
Phone 62 — Nights 160

DEAR CUSTOMERS: Thanks a MILLION ...!For

WANTED: clean cotton rags. No
rayon or nylon or overalls or blue
jeans. Cut off buttons and zippers and bring to the News office. 10c per pound.

EXCHANGE
DO YOUR WASHING IN
AIR CONDITIONED COMFORT
at

The Fulton News, Thursday, Aug. 23, 1962

Go To Church

USED "GE" Freezer, good condition. $100.00 with terms crf $8.00
per month. Fourth Street Furniture Store, Fulton

ouy it at

Fulton, Ky.

909 Arch St.

JONES HOSPITAL
Billy Robey, Sharon Owen, C. B.
Connell, Bert Cashion, Fred Bondurant, Susan Hagan, all of Fulton; Mrs. Lon Edwards, Wingo;
Otto Sharp, Hickman; Mrs. Earl
Gossum, Benton; Mrs. Robert Ainley, Palmersville; Mrs. Bobby
Hopkins and baby of Water Valley; Margaret Cashion, Nashville.

Page 10

Wiggly. We broke ALL records, thanks to you.
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mrs. Willie Sheridan, Lee Sills,
Jo Ann Weaver, Flora Redmond,
Donald Macklin, L. D. Wright, Bill
McIntosh, Mrs. Paul Howard,
Paula Howard, Mrs. Hulon Allen,
G. W. Holley, William Barker,

and

SEE US FOR ALL KINDS OF
Plumbing Material & Fixtures

Mrs. William Forrester, Joyce
Morris, Mary Horn, all of Fulton;
John Hopkins, Dukedom; Mrs.
Wingo;
Alvin
Fleming,
Ray
Thorpe, J. T. Brockwell, South
Fulton; Mrs. Cleve Work, Mrs.
Herman Vaughan, Water Valley;
Mrs. Perry Strong, Milburn; Mrs.
Charles Curlin, Cayce; Mrs. Olin
Wynn, St. Louis; Mrs. Roy Anderson, Pryorsburg.

Open 7 days 8: a. m. to 9: p. m.
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